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Abstrat
The world limate system is hanging and reent researh shows that man-
made arbon dioxide emissions from proesses suh as oal-red power generation
is the most likely ause. In South Afria the bulk of eletriity generation omes
from oal power plants. In addition to the possible environmental damage aused
by these plants, South Afria's reliane on oal exposes the ountry to possible
fuel shortages and rising fuel pries. Conentrating Solar Power (CSP), whih uses
lean, renewable solar energy for eletriity generation, an possibly mitigate these
risks and redue South Afria's dependene on oal. However, for CSP to play a
signiant role in eletriity generation, its Levelised Cost of Eletriity (LCOE)
must be redued. This an be ahieved through researh and development of CSP
systems. Numerial software tools, suh as ray traing, play an essential role in
design and optimisation of these systems.
The aim of this researh was to develop, program, and validate a CSP ray traer
whih an be used for ongoing researh at the Solar Thermal Energy Researh
Group (STERG) at Stellenbosh University. The ray traer, whih has been named
SUNRAY (Stellenbosh UNiversity RAY traer), was written in C++. It was
developed with realisti sunshape and reetion modules, a number of geometri
shapes, automati traking algorithms, aeleration routines, and a method to
simulate atual mirror surfae proles using sanned data. SUNRAY has been
extensively validated using behavioural tests, omparative tests against previously
validated ray traers, and through experimental investigation. For the behavioural
ases, it was found that SUNRAY was able to resolve the orret solution for
every test. In the omparative tests the relative dierene for the power and
ux distribution between SUNRAY and validated ray traers was, on average, no
more than 0.4% and 3%, respetively. Furthermore, the exeution times for the
simulations were, in most ases, faster than that of the validated odes. In the
experimental validation various mirror shape proles were tested under dierent
weather onditions. The experimental tests demonstrated that SUNRAY an be
used to adequately determine the magnitude of ux and ux distribution on a
target.
This thesis presents the theory behind the various features, algorithms, and
routines of SUNRAY as well as the validation of these features. Two novel algo-
rithms are also proposed in this thesis. The rst is a method whih redues the
number of missed rays by only generating rays above eah objet in the simulation.
The seond uses statistial tools to predit the number of rays whih are needed
in a simulation.
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Uittreksel
Die wêreld se klimaatstelsel is besig om te verander en onlangse navorsing
het bewys dat mensgemaakte koolstofdioksieduitlaatgasse, wat afkomstig is van
die gebruik van steenkool as brandstof vir elektrisiteitsopwekking, waarskynlik die
oorsaak daarvan is. Bykomend tot die skade wat deur hierdie aanlegte veroorsaak
kan word, stel die feit dat Suid-Afrika tot ‘n groot mate staatmaak op steenkool
die land bloot aan ‘n moontlike brandstoftekort en stygende brandstofpryse. Ge-
konsentreerde sonkrag (Conentrating Solar Power - CSP), wat skoon, hernubar
sonenergie gebruik om elektrisiteit op te wek, kan moontlik hierdie risiko's teen-
werk en Suid-Afrika se afhanklikheid van steenkool verminder. Om werklik ‘n
beduidende rol in elektrisiteitsopwekking te kan speel, moet die koste van elektri-
siteit wat deur CSP opgewek word, egter verminder word. Dit kan bereik word
deur CSP-stelsels na te vors en te ontwikkel. Numeriese programmatuurgereed-
skap, soos straalsporing, speel ‘n noodsaaklike rol in die ontwerp en optimering
van hierdie stelsels.
Die doel van hierdie navorsing was om ‘n CSP-straalspoorder te ontwikkel,
te programmeer en te sertiseer, wat gebruik kan word in voortgesette navorsing
deur die Sontermiese Energienavorsingsgroep (STERG) by Stellenbosh Univer-
siteit. Dié straalspoorder, wat SUNRAY (Stellenbosh UNiversity RAY traer)
genoem word, is in C++ geskryf en ontwikkel met realistiese modelle van son-
vorms, reeksiemodules, ‘n aantal geometriese vorms, outomatiese naspooralgo-
ritmes, versnellingsroetines en
′
n metode om werklike spieëloppervlak-proele te
simuleer deur van geskandeerde data gebruik te maak. SUNRAY is uitgebreid
getoets deur middel van gedragstoetse asook vergelykende toetse tussen SUNRAY
en kommersiële straalspoorders wat hulself al bewys het. Verder is dit ook ge-
toets deur eksperimentele ondersoeke. Tydens die gedragstoetse is daar bevind
dat SUNRAY daartoe in staat is om die korrekte oplossing vir elke toets te vind.
In die vergelykende toetse was die relatiewe verskil tussen SUNRAY en die getoet-
ste straalspoorders se oplossings vir krag en vloedverspreiding gemiddeld nie meer
as onderskeidelik 0.4% en 3% nie. Verder was die uitvoertye vir die simulasies in
meeste gevalle vinniger as dié van die gekontroleerde sagteware. In die eksperi-
mentele kontroletoetse is verskeie spieëlvorm-proele tydens verskillende weersom-
standighede getoets. Die eksperimentele toetse het daarop gedui dat SUNRAY
gebruik kan word om die omvang en verspreiding van vloed op ‘n teiken te bepaal.
In hierdie tesis word die teorie onderliggend aan SUNRAY se kenmerke, algo-
ritmes en roetines bespreek en die sertisering van hierdie aspekte word aangebied.
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UITTREKSEL iv
Twee nuwe algoritmes word ook in hierdie tesis voorgestel. Die eerste is
′
n metode
wat die verlies aan strale verminder deur slegs strale bo elke voorwerp in die simu-
lasie te genereer en die tweede is
′
n algoritme wat van statistiese metodes gebruik
maak om die aantal strale wat in ‘n simulasie benodig word, te voorspel.
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e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1. INTRODUCTION
Warming of the limate system is unequivoal. . .Most of the global average
warming over the past 50 years is extremely likely due to anthropogeni green
house gas inreases (IPCC, 2013).
1.1. Bakground
In 2007 the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
published a detailed summary of the limate hange situation (Solomon, Qin, Man-
ning, Chen, Marquis, Averyt, Tignor & Miller (eds.), 2007). A key nding of this
report was the undeniable warming of the earth's limate system. This is extremely
likely due to the inrease in human-made greenhouse gas onentrations (IPCC,
2013). These greenhouse gasses, suh as arbon dioxide (C02), originate primarily
from the burning of fossil fuels for transport and power generation (Department
of Environmental Aairs, 2012).
South Afria is the largest emitter of C02 in Afria and the 13
th
largest in the
world (Marland, Boden & Andres, 2011). In South Afria the predominant soure
(approximately 85%) of fossil fuel C02 emissions originate from oal (Marland
et al., 2011). The ombustion of oal for eletriity prodution forms the bulk
(approximately 77%) of South Afria's power generation (van Niekerk, 2011).
South Afria's aute reliane on oal exposes the ountry to risks of fuel short-
age and rising fuel pries. It has been argued that South Afria has already reahed
its peak in oal prodution and that the ost of oal extration will rapidly inrease,
reahing the point where oal will beome uneonomial to mine (Rutledge, 2011;
Hartnady, 2010). This will have a serious negative eet on the growth of South
Afria's eonomy (Heun, van Niekerk, Swilling, Meyer, Brent & Fluri, 2010).
Reduing South Afria's dependene on oal requires the development and de-
ployment of alternative, renewable, and sustainable forms of eletriity prodution
(Heun et al., 2010). Unfortunately, most renewable energy tehnologies rely on in-
termittent natural phenomena on for power generation, whih means that energy
prodution from these soures annot be guaranteed. In order to math renewable
eletriity generation to the power demand prole, a form of energy storage is
required (Gauhé, Bakström & Brent, 2012). Of all the renewable energy teh-
nologies, Conentrating Solar Power (CSP) oers one of the most eetive forms
of energy storage in the form of thermal energy (Boyle, 2004).
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2
Reognised for its potential, CSP is, internationally, the fastest-growing renew-
able energy tehnology (Behar, Khellaf & Mohammedi, 2013). Despite this, the
ost of CSP is still signiantly higher than that of oal (Gauhé et al., 2012). For
CSP to have a substantial ontribution to South Afria's eletriity supply, the
Levelised Cost of Eletriity (LCOE) needs to be redued onsiderably. This an
be ahieved through foused researh and further development of CSP.
Four primary types of CSP tehnologies exist, namely: paraboli trough, linear
Fresnel, dish Stirling, and entral reeiver (Behar et al., 2013). Of these tehnolo-
gies, the entral reeiver type is just entering the growth stage of its life-yle and
oers great potential for researh into tehnial and ost improvements (Gauhé
et al., 2012). In entral reeiver systems a number of solar olletors (mirrors),
known as heliostats, onentrate sunlight onto a entral reeiver at the top of a
tower, as illustrated in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Gemasolar Plant, Spain (Energy, 2010)
One entral reeiver onept urrently being investigated in the Solar Thermal
Energy Researh Group (STERG) at the University of Stellenbosh, is the Stel-
lenbosh UNiversity Solar POwer Thermodynami (SUNSPOT) yle proposed by
Kröger (2012). In the SUNSPOT yle (Figure 1.2) the reeiver absorbs the on-
entrated solar radiation and transfers it as thermal energy into ompressed air.
The air then ows through a grid-onneted gas turbine and the turbine exhaust
is then duted into a rok bed thermal storage faility. Thermal energy from the
rok bed is used as the energy soure for a steam yle during periods when there
is no sunlight.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 3
Figure 1.2: The SUNSPOT yle (Kröger, 2012)
The transfer of energy through the SUNSPOT yle an be simulated using nu-
merial software tools. Numerial software tools play a ritial role in CSP researh
and development as they an assist in design, evaluation, optimisation, and simu-
lation of almost all aspets of a CSP system (Ho, 2008). One partiular numerial
method, known as Monte Carlo ray traing, is beginning to play a predominant
role in CSP opti analysis (Delatorre, Baud, Bézian, Blano, Caliot, Cornet & et
al., 2013). To aid in researh and evaluation of the optis of the SUNSPOT yle,
a ray traer has been identied as a priority researh and development fous in
STERG.
Monte Carlo ray traing methods model the inoming solar radiation from
olletor to reeiver using the laws of geometrial optis, physial optis, and
radiative energy transfer (Modest, 2003). They an be used to determine the total
inident power and the distribution of power on the reeiver, as well as simulate
various geometrial objets and the optial properties of materials (Appenidx A).
Ray traing an play a signiant role in the development of the SUNSPOT yle.
1.2. Motivation
South Afria has one of the highest solar resoures in the world (Fluri, 2009) and
CSP ould be a good, feasible solution for power generation as well as diversify
the ountry's energy mix (Gauhé et al., 2012). Through ontinued researh and
development, the LCOE an be redued.
Several ray traing software tools are readily available to researhers in CSP
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 4
(Setion 2). However, none are known to have been developed in South Afria.
In developing a ray traer, an in-depth and omprehensive understanding of the
physis and numerial proedures involved in ray traing ould be obtained. Fur-
thermore, a ray traer developed at STERG an be designed to be ideally suited
the STERG researh environment. This will aommodate future researh and
development of the ray traer, whih an help build a knowledge apaity of CSP
optis in South Afria.
1.3. Objetives
The objetive of this researh projet is the initial development of a omprehensive
ray traing ode for CSP olletor systems whih an serve as an alternate to the
ray traing programs urrently available. The ode must be designed for improve-
ment over time and must be apable of simulating the optial ux distribution of
a CSP system, with partiular fous on entral reeivers as part of the SUNSPOT
yle. In order to full this objetive, the following methodology is followed:
1. Review the optial tools and methods available to South Afrian CSP re-
searhers.
2. Develop the ray traer, hereon after known as SUNRAY (Stellenbosh UNi-
versity RAY traer).
3. Validate SUNRAY both theoretially (inluding tests with proposed and real
CSP systems) and experimentally.
1.4. Delineation and Limitations
Ray traing is a powerful method used in a range of industries. For SUNRAY to be
appropriately suited for STERG, it needs to be judiiously developed speially
for CSP appliations. SUNRAY therefore, needs to full the following require-
ments:
1. Determine the oordinates of the hit points of the rays on all the objets.
2. Determine the redution in ux as the ray is traed through the sene (a
desription of all the objets to be simulated).
3. Handle a large number of geometri objets.
4. Model the sun's position relative to any terrestrial loation.
5. Model the sun's shape.
6. Trak the sun (traking algorithms must be able to model traking errors).
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 5
7. Model a number of reeting surfaes inluding ideal and real reetion.
8. Handle ux loss due to atmospheri attenuation between the heliostat and
the target.
In addition to these requirements, the following riteria must be met:
1. SUNRAY needs to be as user-friendly, intuitive, and logial to use as possible.
2. SUNRAY should be developed with good programming praties to redue
omputational times.
3. The ray traing algorithm must be developed to ensure that in future it an
be made to exeute on parallel proessors.
SUNRAY does not need full the following requirements:
1. Be able to handle refration, transpareny or spit rays. However, it should
be designed in suh a way that these fators an be developed into SUNRAY
in the future.
2. Proess results internally.
3. Have a user interfae.
4. Have parallel or multi-thread apabilities.
5. Be appliable beyond CSP systems.
1.5. Chapter Overview
Chapter 2 presents a omprehensive literature review on optial software tools used
in CSP. Chapter 3 desribes the method followed in this projet. Chapters 4-7 give
the details of the various features of SUNRAY. Chapter 4 desribes all features
with regard to the sun, suh as sunshape and traking algorithms. The details of
how a ray hits an objet, using a sphere as an illustrative example, are desribed
in Chapter 5. Chapter 5 also disusses triangles, an important objet in ray tra-
ing. Ray reetions o various materials are disussed in Chapter 6. Chapter 7
desribes the various aeleration tehniques whih are essential to redue simula-
tion times. In Chapter 8 all the features disussed in the preeding hapters are
validated. Finally, a summary of the ndings and reommendations for further
work are provided in Chapter 9. The six appendies provide detailed bakground
information and a desription of the mathematis for various algorithms used in
SUNRAY.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Ray traing falls within a broader ategory of software tools known as optial odes
(Ho, 2008). Optial odes are used ubiquitously throughout CSP design, optimi-
sation, and analysis. Optial odes an be broadly divided into two ategories:
those used to analyse and optimise eld layout and those apable of aurately
simulating the ux inident on the reeiver from one or more heliostats (Garia,
Ferriere & Bezian, 2008).
With the intention of fully understanding ray traing's role in CSP systems, a
omprehensive review of the optial odes, whih have been speially designed
for use in entral reeiver systems, was performed. Similar reviews have been
performed by Ho (2008), who investigated the optial tools used at Sandia National
Laboratories, and Garia et al. (2008), who performed a highly ited omparative
overview of odes dediated to entral reeivers. However, almost all the odes
reviewed by Garia et al. (2008) and Ho (2008) have either been upgraded or are
no longer available.
A review of the optial software tools used in CSP are presented and disussed
in this hapter in hronologial order of development. The funtionality and the
availability of the optial odes are addressed throughout the disussion. A sub-
stantial portion of this hapter is based on a peer-reviewed paper, A Review of
Optial Software Used in Conentrating Solar Power, written by the author (Bode
& Gauhé, 2012). Only the key ndings of this paper have been presented here,
but a more detailed review an be found in the paper itself.
2.1. Optial Software Tools Used In CSP
The rst odes developed for entral reeiver systems originated from studies ar-
ried out on Solar One in the late 1970s (Falone, 1986). Among the earlier odes
are HELIOS and the well-known ode, DELSOL. HELIOS uses one optis to al-
ulate ux density from heliostat elds (Biggs & Vittltoe, 1976) and is still used
at SANDIA, although it is unsupported and diult to use (Ho, 2012).
DELSOL, or its windows adaptation winDELSOL, is apable of prediting the
optial performane of a heliostat eld, optimising eld layout based on energy
osts, and has an eonomi model of entral reeiver omponents (Kistler, 1986).
Delsol 3 has reently been made available for download on the SANDIA website,
but is no longer supported (SANDIA, 2012).
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The rst generation odes were onstrained by the omputing power at the time
and attempts were made to minimise omputational resoures (Falone, 1986).
With modern multi-ore omputer systems, there has been a paradigm hange
in software development toward parallel and multi-threaded programming (Fox,
Williams& Messina, 1994). Despite this, the well-founded algorithms and routines
of the rst generation odes are still appliable today. Thus, the rst generation
odes MIRVAL, UHC, and HFCAL have been inorporated into modern software
pakages.
SPRAY (MIRVAL) Development of MIRVAL began in the 1970s by San-
dia National Laboratories (Leary & Hankins, 1979) and was one of the rst Monte
Carlo ray traing programs written for heliostat optial performane simulation
(Falone, 1986). Development of MIRVAL has been taken over by the German
Aerospae Centre (DLR) where it forms the ore of a FORTRAN-based (The For-
tan Company [online℄) ode alled SPRAY (Buk, Pfahl & Roos, 2012). SPRAY
an be used to alulate eld eienies as well as ux maps from individual
heliostats or xed heliostat elds. One of its main advantages is that it has a
large number of built-in features and geometries due to its long history of usage
(Shwarzbözl, 2012). SPRAY is not user-friendly as it does not have a user inter-
fae and is operated via ASCII les (Shwarzbözl, 2012). SPRAY is ommerially
available through the DLR's Institute of Solar Researh and may also be made
available through aademi ollaborations (Shwarzbözl, 2012).
University of Houston eld Codes (TieSOL) The University of Hous-
ton Field Codes (UHC), or RCELL odes, are a suite of four odes whih deal
mainly with the optial design and optimisation of heliostat elds and reeivers
(Falone, 1986). These odes are no longer in a deliverable ondition, but they
are being updated by the software ompany Tietronix who are developing them
into a ommerial pakage known as TieSOL (Vant-Hull, 2012). The date of re-
lease of TieSOL with eld layout apabilities is urrently unknown. Although the
UHC are no longer available, their onepts and proedures have been extensively
doumented in several publiations, for example (Vant-Hull & Izygon, 2003, 1998)
HFLCAL The HFLCAL ode was developed to perform two main tasks: the
alulation of the annual plant output at a given onguration and the layout and
optimisation of a total system (Kiera, 1989). Today it ontinues to be used and
developed by the DLR for the layout and optimisation of heliostat elds. The soft-
ware uses a simplied mathematial model of onentrator optis, modelling the
reeted image of eah heliostat by a irular normal distribution (Shwarzbözl,
Shmitz & Pitz-paal, 2009). This has a tremendous omputational speed advan-
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tage over traditional ray traing, although at the ost of auray (none of the
odes reviewed employed Monte Carlo methods for eld optimisation). HFLCAL
features inlude automati multi-aiming, seondary onentrator optis, tower re-
etor systems, various reeiver models, and the ability of least-ost optimisation
(Shwarzbözl et al., 2009). HFLCAL is also ommerially available through the
DLR and aademi ollaborations (Shwarzbözl, 2012).
ISOS ISOS was developed to improve the durability of reeivers. It uses
a numerial algorithm to alulate regions of homogeneous ux (isosurfaes). A
three dimensional ux map is generated, whih allows the user to assess the ux
at any height above the fousing heliostat (Riveros-Rosas, Sánhez-González &
Estrada, 2008). The ode is available for aademi use but requires input data
from a separate ray traing program (Riveros, 2012).
SolTrae SolTrae is a Monte Carlo ray traing program developed at the
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) United States of Ameria (USA).
In 2011 SolTrae was ompletely rewritten. The latest C++ version uses parallel
proessing tehniques whih, in theory, for a omputer with n proessors will
experiene a speed of nx over a single proessor (NREL, 2012b). SolTrae an
model and haraterise the optis of a single heliostat or, with the aid of a built-in
sripting language, be used to model large optial systems. SolTrae is downloaded
as an exeutable le and the inner workings of the software are unknown to the
user. Without knowledge or an understanding of how the ode works, it is diult
to identify soures of possible errors in simulated results. SolTrae is freely from
the NREL website (NREL, 2012a).
Tonatiuh Tonatiuh is another freely available CSP Monte Carlo ray traer
(Blano, 2013). Similar to SolTrae, Tonatiuh has several geometri heliostat and
reeiver shapes (Blano, Mutuberria, Monreal & Albert, 2011). Furthermore, it
has a built-in visualiser to view the plaement of objets within a sene. How-
ever, ux maps need to be generated with an external program. Tonatiuh, unlike
SolTrae, has a GNU General Publi Liense whih allows free aess to its soure
ode for anyone interested in using it or ontributing to its development (The
GNU General Publi Liense v2 [online℄). However, the soure ode was found to
be poorly doumented with few omments.
STRAL STRAL is a ray traer whih generates rays on the surfae of the
heliostats. Beause rays are generated on the heliostats, no rays are wasted, whih
makes the proess omputationally eient. STRAL enables the setup of heliostat
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eld models in great detail using highly resolved heliostat mirror surfae and geom-
etry data as well as real sunshapes, bloking and shading (Pitz-Paal, Shwarzbözl
& Ulmer, 2009). STRAL is ommerially available through the DLR as well as
through aademi ollaborations (Shwarzbözl, 2012).
TieSol The TieSol suite uses the parallel proessing power of Graphi Pro-
essing Unit (GPU) to implement extremely fast Monte Carlo ray traing (Izygon,
Armstrong, Nilsson & Vu, 2011). Tietronix has developed an advaned visualisa-
tion tool for TieSol apable of displaying heliostat traking in real-time. TieSOL is
ommerially available from Tietronix and is sold as individual modules (Izygon,
2012).
Heliostat Field Layout Design (HFLD) HFLD is a eld-layout design
ode based on the edge-ray priniple of non-imaging optis (Wei, Lu, Wang, Yu,
Zhang & Yao, 2010a). The edge-ray priniple states that if the limiting rays (rays
oming from the edges of the soure) hit the reeiver, then all rays oming from
the inner points will also hit the reeiver (Ries & Rabl, 1994). When ompared
with other odes, suh as winDELSOL, HFLD has a shorter omputational time
during design and optimisation of the heliostat eld. The ode also alulates the
magnitude and duration of annual sunshine on the land surfae between heliostats,
whih an be used to evaluate the feasibility of rop growth (Wei, Lu, Yu & Wang,
2010b). The HFLD ode an be purhased from the authors for ommerial or
aademi use (Wei, 2012).
CRS4-2 CRS4-2 is a FORTRAN-based ode used for the simulation of op-
tial performane of entral reeiver systems. For an arbitrarily arranged eld it
an alulate the eets of bloking, shading, and osine loss through tessellation
of the heliostats (Leonardi & D'guanno, 2011). CRS4-2 is urrently not available
but disussions are under way to allow sharing or ollaborations with external
institutes (Leonardi, 2012).
`Biomimeti' In an altogether dierent approah, the `biomimeti' ode uses
a biomimeti pattern for heliostat eld layout optimisation (Noone, Torrilhon &
Mitsos, 2012) (biomimiry is the emulation of nature in man-made strutures (Vin-
ent, Bogatyreva, Bogatyrev, Bowyer & Pahl [2006℄). Using the PS10 plant as a
demonstration appliation of this ode, the biomimeti model showed a 0.36% im-
provement in eieny on existing ongurations with a 15.8% redution in land
usage (Noone et al., 2012). Currently the ode is under pending patent and un-
available. However, the developers are willing to liene the ode under onditions
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deided by the Massahusetts Institute of Tehnology (MIT) Tehnology Liensing
Oe (Mitsos, 2012).
Solfast Solfast is a Monte Carlo ray traer developed in partnership with the
High Performane Computing - Simulation Aeleration (HPC-SA) and Proesses,
Materials and Solar Energy - National Centre for Sienti Researh (PROMES-CNRS).
Solfast uses a Monte Carlo algorithm whih is omputationally faster than To-
natiuh and SolTRACE (Roia, Piaud, Coustet, Caliot, Guillot, Flamant & Dela-
torre, 2012). Solfast an be made available for researh and ollaboration purposes
(Coustet, 2013).
EDStar The most reent ode to have been developed is EDStar. EDStar
has only been publiised reently and, therefore, was not reviewed in the original
paper by Bode & Gauhé (2012). EDStar failitates the task of analysing omplex
systems by using orpusular transport models. Coupled with a number of addi-
tional programming libraries and data banks, it is apable of resolving most CSP
researh problems with regard to radiative transfer simulation. Their website is
under onstrution but, when ompleted, will allow the EDStar to be downloaded
with aompanying CSP-spei simulation examples (Delatorre et al., 2013).
Other Codes Other odes investigated by Garia et al. (2008), namely
Fiat Lux, OPTEC, SOLVER, SENSOL, and SCT, ould not be obtained, nor
ould the authors of these odes be reahed. Furthermore, as no reent publia-
tions ould be found on these odes they were exluded from this review.
2.2. Conlusions
While there are a number of methods for ux predition, Monte Carlo ray traing
methods remain the preferred numerial simulation tehniques due to their exibil-
ity and their ability to deal with omplex geometries (Delatorre et al., 2013). Two
Monte Carlo ray traers are freely available, however these have their limitations.
This suggests that there is sope for new or improved well doumented tools to be
developed. This will also allow the odes to be developed further.
In the next setion an overview of the the proedures and algorithms used in
SUNRAY are disussed.
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3. METHOD
Ray traing is a eld of optial physis known as geometrial optis or ray optis
(Goodman, 2004). This hapter introdues the basi fundamentals of ray traing
and Monte Carlo methods as well as the basi ray traing algorithm used in SUN-
RAY. Finally, programming and the programming methodology, whih formed a
major omponent of this thesis, is then introdued.
3.1. Ray Traing Methods for Flux Predition
Ray traing is dened as the proess of alulating the geometri paths of rays
and the ow of radiant energy through a sene (Whitted, 1980). The priniples of
ray traing are based in eletromagneti radiation theory and have been used in a
wide range of appliations, ranging from radiative heat transfer (Siegel & Howell,
1992) to the evaluation of wireless antenna systems (Dandekar, Arredondo, Xu &
Ling, 2002). Pioneering work by Spener & Murty (1961) provided one of the rst
unied ray traing proedures appliable to systems of a general type.
One of the greatest advanes in the development of ray traing has been for
use in omputer graphis (Hekbert, 1994). The goal of graphial ray traers is to
render a photo-realisti image on a omputer sreen (Glassner, 1989). Graphial
ray traers are viewer-dependant and rays are propagated from pixels in the om-
puter sreen toward a number of objets (Hekbert, 1994). If a ray hits an objet,
information about that objet, suh as olour, is sent bak along the ray and the
pixel is oloured aordingly. This simple ray asting tehnique was developed by
Appel (1968) in the 1960s.
Extending on the ray asting tehnique, Whitted (1980) developed a global
illumination model whih reursively traes a ray as it is reeted through a sene.
Information is sent bak along a ray-tree to the pixel. Whitted's algorithm is
limited in that it only aounts for perfet speular reetion. Therefore, building
on Whitted's algorithm, Kajiya (1986) developed the renowned rendering equation
(Setion D.5.1), whih is able to ompute diuse reetion.
The methods and the fundamental theories of light transport used in graphial
ray traing, suh as Kajiya's rendering equation, are the same for CSP systems.
Moreover, beause a signiant amount of researh has been done on graphi-based
ray traing, many of the routines and algorithms of SUNRAY have been based on
those developed for omputer graphis.
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3.1.1. The Ray
A ray is a geometrial desription of a physial situation. It is a onvenient means
of desribing light as both a wave and a photon. In wave theory rays an be dened
as normals to a wavefront and in photon theory a ray refers to the path of the
photons (Jenkins & White, 1957). There are, however, shortomings in desribing
light in terms of rays. For example, there are situations where desribing light as
wavefront normals an ompliate alulations or, in photon theory, it is possible
that the energy density of photons an beome innite (Jenkins & White, 1957).
With these limitations in mind, the approah of SUNRAY is to model a ray as
a semi-innite vetor pointing in the diretion of energy (photon) ow. Although,
even with this approah, it is not possible to desribe light as a pure mathematial
entity and onepts from wave or photon theory annot be exluded altogether. For
the most part the simpliity of rays will, however, ompensate for its inauraies.
A ray is dened by its origin, o, a point in 3D-spae, and diretion, d, a
3D-vetor (Suern, 2007), as illustrated in Figure 3.1
Figure 3.1: Denition of a ray
A ray is parameterised with the ray parameter t, where the value of t inreases
in the diretion of the ray. The parametri form gives a set of points that the ray
passes (Pharr & Humphreys, 2010).
r(t) = o+ td 0 ≤ t ≤ ∞ (3.1)
An arbitrary point on the ray an be expressed as
p = o+ td (3.2)
3.1.2. Ray-Objet Interation
Mathematially, surfaes an be desribed by impliit equations or parametri
equations. Rays an interat with eah type of surfae.
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Impliit Equation
Impliit equations have the form (Stewart, 2003)
f(x, y, z) = 0 (3.3)
Any point, p = (x, y, z), when given as an argument to f , will return a value of
zero if it is on a surfae and another value if it is not. Given a ray, r(t) = o+ td,
and an impliit surfae, f(p) = 0, an intersetion ours when the points on the
ray satises the impliit equation
f(r(t)) = f(o+ td) = 0
(3.4)
An example of this is the intersetion with an innite plane. For a plane with
normal, N, whih passes through a point, a, the impliit equation is given in
(John, 2005) as
(p− a) ·N = 0 (3.5)
Where p is any unknown point that satises the plane's impliit equation. Insert-
ing Equation (3.1) into Equation (3.5) and solving for the only unknown t
t =
(a− o) · n
d · n (3.6)
The solution to this equation is illustrated in Figure 3.2. There is only one solution
for t whih satises Equation (3.6), surfae C. A denominator with a value of zero
orresponds with a ray whih is parallel to the plane and perpendiular to the
normal, surfae B, and a negative solution orresponds to an intersetion behind
the ray's origin, surfae A.
Figure 3.2: Ray-plane intersetion
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Parametri Surfae
Another way to represent a 3D surfae is with a parametri equation. A para-
metri equation is a funtion whih maps the two-dimensional 2-dimensional (2D)
parameters to 3D points on the surfae. These surfaes have the form (Stewart,
2003)
x = f(u, v)
y = g(u, v)
z = h(u, v)
(3.7)
The parametri form is partiularly useful for alulating surfae normal. The
normal vetor at point p = (x, y, z) for a parametri surfae is omputed from the
ross produt (John, 2005)
n(u, v) =
(
∂f
∂u
,
∂g
∂u
,
∂h
∂u
)
×
(
∂f
∂v
,
∂g
∂v
,
∂h
∂v
)
(3.8)
Where
∂f
∂u
is the partial derivative of f(u, v) with respet to u. Similar alulation
is performed for v.
3.1.3. The Ray Traing Algorithm
Coneptually SUNRAY is divided into three phases of exeution: the build phase,
the main ray traing algorithm, and post proessing. In the build phase SUNRAY
reads a sene desription le. This is a text le, provided by the user, desribing
all the geometri objets, the loation of the objets, and the materials of the
objets to be simulated. The le also ontains a desription of the sun's position,
the sunshape as well as any traking algorithms hosen by the user.
After the sene has been built, SUNRAY exeutes the main ray traing al-
gorithm. Development of this algorithm has been the main fous of this thesis.
Illustrated in Figure 3.3, the algorithm rstly propagates rays into the sene. Eah
ray is then tested for intersetion with objets in a sene. If a ray hits an objet,
it ontinues through the sene until it is either absorbed by the target or exits the
sene. The algorithm ontinues to run until a stopping riterion is met: either a
desired number of rays have been traed or a tolerable error has been ahieved.
The output of a the ray traing loop is a Comma-Separated Value (CSV) le with
all the results from the trae. The nal stage of exeution is the post proessing
of these results.
All objets in a sene have a material property. The material property will
aet the diretion of the reeted ray as well as the magnitude of energy trans-
ported by the ray. To desribe random light sattering in SUNRAY, Monte Carlo
methods are used.
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Figure 3.3: The main ray traing algorithm
3.2. Monte Carlo Methods
Monte Carlo methods are a broad lass of omputational algorithms whih use
random sampling to solve numerial problems. They are used in many elds of
siene, engineering, statistis, and nane (Kroese, Taimre & Zdravko, 2011).
Supporting theory to Monte Carlo integration and random numbers is given in
Appendix A. Monte Carlo methods are used in ray traing to solve the following
two problems:
Problem 1: Generate samples from a given probability distribution p(x).
Problem 2: To numerially estimate integrals.
Monte Carlo integration solves the integrals whih have no analyti solution and
are independent of the dimensionality of the integrand. Therefore they are used
in ray traing where high dimensional and disontinuous integrals are often found
(Shirley & Marshner, 2009).
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3.3. Programming and Development
Methodology
When programming SUNRAY, the fous was on reduing omputational times
and ensuring that SUNRAY an be easily developed in future researh. In order
to ahieve this, methods for eient memory usage, eetive design of algorithms,
and logial abstration of the objet-orientated lass struture was inorporated
into the design. It is beyond the sope of this thesis to disuss the low-level details
of the program and instead the validation ases presented in Chapter 8 verify that
orret programming praties were followed. Furthermore, the ode has been
extensively ommented and is intended to be made publially available pending
the approval of Stellenbosh University's Tehnology Transfer oe.
3.3.1. Programming Languages
SUNRAY was written in C++, whih is urrently one of the most popular pro-
gramming languages (Welton, 2011). It is an intermediate language with both low-
level and high-level omponents (Stroustrup, 1995). C++ is an objet-orientated
1
programing languages whih oers a more versatile environment to improve the
performane of the ode when ompared with higher level languages suh as MAT-
LAB. It does however require onsiderably more development time ompared to
higher level languages (Shildt, 2002). Post-proessing of the ode was, however,
onduted in MATLAB due to its visualisation apabilities.
3.3.2. Parallel Programming
In ray traing, every ray an be traed independently from the next (Fox et al.,
1994). This makes ray traing very suitable for parallel programming. It was not
within the objetives of this study to write SUNRAY with parallel apabilities,
but SUNRAY was developed in suh a way that it ould be made parallel in
future researh. Freisleben, Hartmann & Kielmann (1997) gives a desription of
various methods of parallelisation in ray traing. The design approah adopted by
SUNRAY is to distribute rays among multiple proessors. Eah proessor traes a
group of rays and the results are aumulated at the end of the simulation. This
approah has a higher memory usage than other methods desribed in (Freisleben
et al., 1997), but it simplies programming.
1
Objet-orientated programming allows for use lasses (Stroustrup, 1995). In this thesis,
lasses and data members are refered to by proper nouns, for example the View Plane introdued
in Chapter 4
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3.3.3. Method and Algorithm Soures
SUNRAY was developed using a number of soures. The initial framework of
SUNRAY was based on a basi ray traer desribed by Suern (2007). For pro-
gramming onveniene, some setions of Suern's ode, in partiular some math
routines, have been used diretly in SUNRAY. Similarly, some small segments of
the Tonatiuh soure ode have also been used in SUNRAY. Under the GNU liene
the original author of any setion of ode is aredited and any modiations to
the ode are onspiuously and appropriately noted.
Several other douments and publiations, for example (Pharr & Humphreys,
2010), provided methods and algorithms that were not used diretly, but were
adapted and re-programmed into SUNRAY in order to maintain a programming
standard throughout ode. In some instanes, entire ode setions that an be
downloaded have been seamlessly integrated into SUNRAY, for example, the sun
position algorithm (Appendix B.1). However, to prevent bugs into the program
this has been avoided as far as possible.
3.3.4. Coordinate System
A ruial omponent of a good ray traer is the desription of the oordinate
systems (Spener & Murty, 1961). SUNRAY uses a global right-hand Cartesian
oordinate system with z pointing vertially up. Within the world or global o-
ordinate system, there are several additional loal oordinate systems of arbitrary
orientation. A number of transformations are required to orretly desribe a ray
or objet within the world oordinate system.
Unlike most ray traers, SUNRAY alulates all loal oordinates and the user
only needs to be onerned with the world oordinates. This is to improve user-
friendliness and to avoid onfusion.
3.4. Conlusions
The hoie of programming SUNRAY in C++ was based on the speed of exeution
and versatility of this programming language and was thought to be more valuable
than the quik prototyping approah of higher level odes. Furthermore, using
C++ ensured that SUNRAY ould be developed with well-strutured abstrat
lasses and a robust foundation to ensure extensibility.
The ray traing proedure and reursive algorithm desribed in this hapter
forms the ore engine of SUNRAY. The following hapters address, in more detail,
how rays are traed from the sun through a sene.
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4. THE SUN
The sun plays a entral role in CSP and in SUNRAY it denes how rays are
propagated into a sene. In ray propagation, rays are generated on a plane set
above the sene. This plane, known as the View Plane, is set perpendiular to a
vetor, known as the Sun Vetor, pointing from the entre of the world oordinate
system toward the sun. Rays are generated almost parallel to the Sun Vetor but
are perturbed by a ertain amount to aount for the sunshape. In this hapter the
various sunshapes are desribed as well as the methods SUNRAY uses to trak the
sun. Methods for determining the sun's position and the Sun Vetor are disussed
in Appendix B.1 and a full desription of ray propagation is provided in Setion 7.2.
4.1. Sunshape
Due to it nite size, the sun, as observed from earth, is seen as a dis. Using about
9 000 observations Puliaev, Penna, Jilinski & Andrei (2000) determined the mean
semi-diameter of the sun to be 959”.13 ± 0”.01 or 0.0465mrad. However, loal
atmospheri onditions have the eet of transferring some of the solar energy
from within the solar dis to the irumsolar aureole, whih an ause a broader
distribution of solar energy (Buie & Monger, 2004). The onsequene of this is
an overestimation of power if all the power is assumed to fall within the solar dis
(Buie, Monger & Dey, 2003b).
The Cirumsolar Ratio (CSR) is dened as the ratio of the radiant ux on-
tained within the irumsolar region of the sky, Φcs, to the inident ux from the
diret beam and aureole.
χ =
Φcs
Φi
(4.1)
Even without the inuene of the terrestrial atmosphere, the solar radiane de-
reases with angular distane from the entre of the sun. This is referred to as
limb darkening (Wilbert, Reinhardt, Devore, Röger & Gueymard, 2011). There-
fore, a number of sunshape models have been inluded in SUNRAY to emulate the
various sunshapes whih ould be found in real systems. There are urrently three
sunshapes in SUNRAY: the pillbox, the Gaussian sunshape, and the user-dened
sunshape. The Buie, whih is an inherited lass of the user-dened sunshape
model, is also inluded.
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For simpliity all these sunshapes assume rotationally symmetri distributions,
whih, for most situations, is a feasible assumption (Shubnell, 1992). However, it
should be noted that Neumann & Witzke (1999) found that for high CSR values,
whih are sometimes aused by irregular louds, the brightness distribution is not
rotationally symmetrial.
4.1.1. Pillbox
The most simple and ideal sunshape is one that models a onstant intensity aross
the extent of the solar dis and zero elsewhere (CSR=0%). This is known as a
pillbox sunshape. Using a pillbox sunshape an lead to an overestimation of the
total power on the reeiver, although Shubnell (1992) and Johnston (1998) showed
that for some simulations it an be used with little error.
The input into the pillbox funtion is half the sun's subtend angle β (by default
β = 0.0465 mrad). The pillbox funtion uses Monte Carlo methods to perturb the
Sun Vetor by uniformly sampling random points within the solid angle formed by
this subtend angle, as shown in Figure 4.1. The derivation of the multi-dimensional
transformation for the pillbox sunshape is given in Appendix B.1.3 and the results
are given in Equation (4.2)-(4.4).
Figure 4.1: Angles used in the pillbox sunshape
The diretion of the ray, d, propagated into the sene is given in terms of
Cartesian oordinates as a point on the unit hemisphere where
x = sin β cosφ
y = sin β sin φ
z = cos β
(4.2)
For a given solar subtend angle, β, the angles, φ, θ are found from
φ = 2πξ1 (4.3)
θ = arccos(1− (1− cos(β))ξ2) (4.4)
Where ξ is a uniform random number.
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4.1.2. Gaussian Sunshape
In the Gaussian sunshape the radial drop in intensity aross the solar dis is
desribed by a Gaussian distribution. The Gaussian sunshape has been inluded
in solar ray traers suh as SolTrae (NREL, 2012b) and Solfast (Roia et al.,
2012) and therefore it has been inluded in SUNRAY for ompleteness. However,
Neumann, Witzke, Jones & Shmitt (2002) show that modelling the sunshape as
a Gaussian distribution is a poor representation of reality and should only be used
when other errors within the system are substantial.
In the Gaussian sunshape the solar subtend angle is represented by three stan-
dard deviations, β = 3σsun. Thus, approximately 99% of the rays will be ontained
within the solar half angle and about 68% will be ontained within one third of
the solar half angle (Lyman Ott, 1988).
In order to generate random samples between the interval (0-3σsun) the Box-
Muller funtion is used (Appendix A.2.2). This funtion generates a set of normally
distributed random numbers, Z, between the interval (0, 1). Thus, before Z an be
used, it needs to be transformed between Gaussian urves. This is done through
(Lyman Ott, 1988)
Z ′ = Zσsun + µsun (4.5)
Assuming an axisymmetri sunshape, µsun is always zero. The Cartesian oordi-
nates are found in the same manner as in the pillbox sunshape (Setion 4.1.1) ex-
ept that the normally distributed random number Z ′ replaes ξ2 in Equation (4.4).
4.1.3. User-Dened Sunshape
The third sunshape prole is the user-dened sunshape. In this prole the sun's
intensity is modelled using a series of disrete, regular data points, whih are pro-
vided by the user in CSV le format. The user denes the angular displaement
from the entre of the sun and the orresponding ux intensity at that displae-
ment. In order to draw a random number from the user-dened distribution, the
Monte Carlo inversion method is used (Kroese et al., 2011). In this proedure the
user-dened CSV le is saled so that the domain is dened over the interval [0, 1].
The User-Dened funtion then generates random numbers between the interval
[0, 1] whih have the same distribution as the user-dened prole. The omplete
proedure is desribed in Appendix B.1.4. An example of a user-dened sunshape
is the evidene-based sunshape model developed by Buie et al. (2003b).
Buie Sunshape Model
The Buie model is the most realisti sunshape model in SUNRAY. Using a vast
number of measured sunshape proles Buie et al. (2003b); Buie, Dey & Bosi
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(2003a); and Buie & Monger (2004) developed an aurate sunshape model whih
is independent of geographial loation. The formula for the Buie sunshape model
is provided in Appendix B.1.5.
The inputs to the Buie model are the irumsolar ratio, the number of data
points and the maximum angular displaement away from the entre of the sun.
For onveniene, SUNRAY automatially generates the CSV le whih is read by
the user-dened sunshape.
4.2. Traking
In order to ompensate for the apparent rotation of the sun around the earth and
to ensure the sun's rays are reeted onto the target at all times, both point fous
and line fous olletors need to trak the sun. Rotation an be about a single-axis
or about two axes and traking systems are lassied by their motions (Due &
Bekman, 2006). In SUNRAY three methods of traking have been inorporated;
two dual-axis traking methods and one single-axis traking method. Only dual-
axis traking is disussed in this setion and the single-axis traking formulas an
be found in Appendix B.2.3. The two dual-axis sun traking methods are the
onventional Azimuth-Elevation (AE) and the revolutionary Spin-Elevation (SE)
methods (Chong & Tan, 2011).
4.2.1. Azimuth-Elevation Traking
The most ommon dual-axis traking method used in entral reeiver plants is AE
traking (Guo, Wang, Zhang, Sun & Zhang, 2011). In AE traking one of the
traking axes of the heliostat, the azimuth axis, points toward the zenith while
the other axis, the elevation axis, is perpendiular to the rst (Chong & Tan,
2011). In AE traking the normal vetor of the heliostat, N, must biset the
vetor pointing toward the target, the reetion vetor, R, and the Sun Vetor S.
This is illustrated in Figure 4.2.
The formulas of sun-traking angles for AE methods applied in SUNRAY are
given below. These formulas have been re-derived to t within SUNRAY's oor-
dinate system. From Figure 4.2, the elevation, γAE, and azimuth, ρAE , angles are
expressed as
γAE = arcsin
(
Rz + sinα
2 cos θ
)
(4.6)
Given that
cos ρ′ = cosα cosA− Rx
2 cos θ cos γAE
(4.7)
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For cos ρ′ > 0
ρAE = arcsin
(
cosα sinA− Ry
2 cos θ cos γAE
)
(4.8)
For the ase of cos ρ′ ≤ 0
ρAE = π − arcsin
(
Ry − cosα sinA
−2 cos θ cos γAE
)
(4.9)
Where
θ =
1
2
arccos(−Rx cosα cosA−Ry cosα sinA +Rz sinα) (4.10)
R
Aim point
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AE
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Figure 4.2: Azimuth-elevation traking adapted from (Chong & Tan, 2011)
In AE traking the inidene angle on the heliostat hanges onsiderably with
time and the heliostat suers strong astigmati aberration losses whenever the
reetion is o-axis (Kribus & Ries, 2003). This leads to an inrease of the sun's
image size on the target, whih results in onsiderable spillage losses and a redu-
tion in the average ux on the reeiver. This then ultimately leads to a redution
in reeiver eieny (Karni, Buk, Pfahl, Bligh & Chen, 2004).
In a widely ited theoretial study onduted by Igel & Hughes (1979), it was
found that the amount of aberration depends on the inidene angle measured in
the plane made by the sun, the entre of the heliostat and the tower, alled the
tangential plane, as illustrated in Figure 4.3. These authors found that, in order to
orret for the astigmatism, the heliostat should have a dierent radius of urvature
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along the tangential plane and the plane perpendiular to the tangential plane, the
sagittal plane. By reduing the linear dimension of the heliostat, the size of the
image produed is ompatible with the reeiver aperture. For AE traking, the
sagittal and tangential planes rotate throughout the day and therefore astigmati
orretion is only possible for a short moment per day. Several studies have been
onduted in an attempt to redue this loss whih lead to the development of the
Spin-Elevation traking method.
Figure 4.3: Spin-Elevation optis adapted from (Tam & Tan, 2001)
4.2.2. Spin-Elevation Traking
Ries & Shubnell (1990) and Zaibel, Dagan, Karni & Ries (1995) desribe the
mounting system for a non-symmetri heliostat with two dierent radii of urva-
ture. In this system the sagittal and tangential diretions remain stationary with
respet to the heliostat frame. This requires that the rst rotational axis, the spin-
ning axis, points towards the target in order to maintain the heliostat normal in
the tangential plane, as shown in Figure 4.3. The seond axis, the elevation axis,
is set perpendiular to the rst and parallel to the heliostat frame. This makes it
possible to adjust the heliostat normal within the tangential plane until it bisets
S and R. No information desribing the implementation of SE traking in any of
the CSP ray traer ould be found.
Using the sign onvention in Figure 4.4, the elevation, γSE, and spinning,ρSE,
traking angles for Spin-Elevation (SE) traking have been derived as
γSE =
π
4
− 1
2
arcsin (Rz sinα− Ry cosα sinA− Rx cosα cosA) (4.11)
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Given that
cos ρ′ = cosλ sinα +Rz sin φ cosα sinA− Rz cos φ cosα cosA
cos
(
pi
2
− 2γSE
)
(4.12)
For the ase of cos ρ′ > 0
ρSE = arcsin
(
sinφ cosα cosA− cos φ cosα sinA
cos
(
pi
2
− 2γSE
) )
(4.13)
For the ase of cos ρ′ ≤ 0
ρSE = π − arcsin
(
sinφ cosα cosA− cos φ cosα sinA
cos
(
pi
2
− 2γSE
) )
(4.14)
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Figure 4.4: Spin-Elevation traking adapted from (Chong & Tan, 2011)
The various traking methods in SUNRAY allow for SUNRAY to simulate
the passing of time. SUNRAY is apable of running a number of simulations at
inremental times of the day (at a resolution of per seond inrements, if required)
and the traking algorithms ensure light is direted toward the target. SUNRAY
is also able to read a CSV le of atual Diret Normal Irradiane (DNI) data to
simulate the hanging DNI values throughout the day.
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To keep the traking user-friendly, the user only needs to speify the desired
aim point and the entroid of the olletor. As SUNRAY knows what the position
of the sun is, it automatially alulates the required rotation angles and reates
a transformation matrix to orretly position and rotate the heliostat. The order
of these transformations are ritial to align the heliostat orretly. The omplete
transformation matries for all traking methods are provided in Appendix B.2.
4.3. Traking Errors
All real heliostat systems suer from traking errors introdued by geometrial
and mehanism imperfetions (Kribus, Vishnevetsky, Yogev & Rubinov, 2004). It
is possible that these traking errors an lead to overall energy olletion losses of
10−20% (Jones & Stone, 1999b). In a study onduted on Solar Two in the USA,
Jones & Stone (1999a) identied three dominant traking error soures namely:
inorret tilting of the heliostat, inorret alignment of the heliostat, and enoder
referene errors. SUNRAY provides the framework to model these error soures,
for example, alignment errors an be introdued in the build phase however, only
the olletive resultant eet of these errors are modelled in the Sun Traker lass.
This is ahieved by introduing random errors into the traking algorithms in order
to produe image misalignment.
Most errors an be modelled using a Normal Gaussian distribution, whih has
been set as the default distribution. However, if the errors follow a known or
empirial distribution urve, Monte Carlo methods an be used to draw samples
from this distribution. To implement traking errors the Sun Traker lass gener-
ates random numbers from the given distribution, whih are added to the γ and ρ
angles.
4.4. Conlusions
The sun is an important fator in CSP systems. Features suh as sunshape an
strongly impat how ux is distributed on a reeiver. With the various sunshapes
models in SUNRAY it is possible to simulate a CSP system under a range of
atmospheri onditions. Similarly, traking mehanism an inuene the perfor-
mane of a CSP system. Therefore three important traking methods have been
implemented in CSP.
The traking methods disussed in this hapter an be applied to any of the
geometri objets in SUNRAY. These objets are disussed in the next hapter.
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5. GEOMETRIC OBJECTS
The feature whih will most likely vary among simulations is the number, position,
and shape of olletors. A number of geometri objets have been inluded in
SUNRAY, whih form part of a broad olletion of various objets that an be
found in a CSP system. This hapter rst desribes basi primitive shapes using
a sphere as an illustrative example. It then introdues triangles and demonstrates
how they an be meshed to form almost any other shape. Finally, instaning is
disussed and how it is used to simulate very large CSP systems.
5.1. Spheres
Quadratis is the general lassiation for the group of shapes whih inludes
paraboli dishes, paraboli troughs, ones, and spheres. Spheres and partial
spheres are ommon in CSP systems as they an form the basi shape of an imag-
ing olletor. They also have the simplest intersetion algorithm of the quadratis
(Suern, 2007) and are thus a good illustration of the general onepts used to ray
trae quadrati shapes. This setion details how a sphere is onstruted, bound
and interseted in SUNRAY.
5.1.1. Ray-Sphere Intersetion
Spheres are desribed by their well-known impliit equation.
x2 + y2 + z2 − r = 0 (5.1)
The equation for a ray interseting a full sphere is found by substituting the
parametri equation of a ray, Equation (3.1), r(t) = o + td, into the impliit
equation of a sphere, Equation (5.1).
(ox + tdx)
2 + (oy + tdy)
2 + (oz + tdz)
2 = r2 (5.2)
Where o and d are the omponents of the ray's origin and diretion, respetively.
The only unknown in Equation (5.2) is t. Expanding Equation (5.2) and gathering
oeients gives the general quadrati form
at2 + bt + c = 0
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Where
a = d2x + d
2
y + d
2
z
b = 2(dxox + dyoy + dxoz)
c = o2x + o
2
y + o
2
z
(5.3)
The solution to a quadrati equation is given by the standard quadrati formula
and an have zero, one or two real roots, depending on the value of the disrimi-
nant, d = b2− 4ac. This is illustrated in Figure 5.1. Ray 1 does not hit the sphere
(d < 0), Ray 2 only hits the sphere at one point (d = 0) and Ray 3 hits the sphere
at two points (d > 0).
Figure 5.1: Ray sphere intersetions
One a value for t has been found, it is substituted bak into Equation (3.1) to
obtain the x-,y-, and z-oordinate of the hit point.
Partial Sphere
There is no losed-form equation desribing only partial objets. For partial ob-
jets, rays are interseted with the full objet and hit points falling outside the
valid region are treated as missed rays. For the partial sphere in Figure 5.2, Ray 1
would miss the sphere at p1 as its hit point's z-value is greater than zmax.
Figure 5.2: Ray intersetions with a partial sphere
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Similarly, the ray would also miss the partial sphere at p2, as φhit > φmax,
where φhit is alulated from the x and y hit points, (xhit, yhit), as follows
tanφhit =
xhit
yhit
(5.4)
Surfae Normal
For reetion alulations (Appendix D) the surfae normal at the hit point p =
(x, y, z) is required. The normal vetor for a parametri surfae is alulated using
Equation (3.8). For a unit sphere entred on the origin, the partial derivatives are
given in (Pharr & Humphreys, 2010) as
∂px
∂u
= cos θ sin φ = −y
∂py
∂u
= − cos θ cosφ = −x
∂pz
∂u
= 0
(5.5)
Similar alulations an be found for ∂p/v.
5.1.2. Constrution
There are several ways in whih a user an desribe eah objet. For eah objet
the number of parameters have been speially limited to make it as simple as
possible to onstrut an objet and yet allow the user omplete ontrol over the
desription of the objet. This is in line with the best pratie C++ programming
guidelines stipulated in (Meyers, 1995).
In SUNRAY there are four parameters whih dene a sphere: zmax, zmin, φmax,
and the radius, r. These are illustrated in Figure 5.3. There are three ways in
whih a user an onstrut a sphere. The simplest method is to use the default
onstrutor. The default onstrutor takes no inputs and is a unit sphere entred
on the origin. The seond way is to dene the radius and entre of the sphere.
Alternatively, the sphere an be trunated to form a partial sphere. This an be
done by speifying the zmin, zmin, and φmax.
To assist in debugging, error messages (a violation whih will prevent SUNRAY
from exeuting) and warning messages (ontraditions in logi, whih still allow
for a simulation to run) have been inluded in most funtions in SUNRAY. For
the sphere, an error is issued if zmin > zmax or if zmax > r.
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Figure 5.3: Sphere onstrution parameters
5.1.3. Bounding
All objets in SUNRAY are surrounded by a bounding box, whih is an axis-
aligned, box-shaped volume. Bounding volumes redue the overall omputational
time of a ray traer. This is further disussed in Setion 7.1.
The bounding box is desribed by the opposite two orners of the box, b0 =
(x0, y0, z0) and b1 = (x1, y1, z1) where x0 < x1, y0 < y1 and z0 < z1. For ompu-
tational eieny all bounding boxes in SUNRAY are omputed to t as tightly
as possible to objets. For a omplete sphere, the tightest tting bounding box
is simply a ube with the length of the sides equal to the diameter of the sphere.
However, omputing the values for b0 and b1 for a partial objet is not as trivial.
Figure 5.4 illustrates how two partial spheres are bound by a bounding box.
Eah partial sphere, one loated above the x-y plane and one below, has a radius,
r, and is entred on the origin.
(a) Upper Hemisphere
(b) Lower Hemisphere
Figure 5.4: Two partial spheres bound by a bounding box
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In Figure 5.4 the spheres are trunated suh that they do not ross the x-y
plane. The longest length in the x-y plane, rmax, is thus not equal to r but is
alulated from
rmax =


max
{
r sin θmax
r sin θmin
if zmax × zmin ≥ 0
r if zmax × zmin < 0
(5.6)
Similarly, the shortest length in the x-y plane, rmin, is alulated from
rmin = min
{
r sin θmin
r sin θmax
(5.7)
The values for θmin and θmax are alulated from
θmin = arccos(zmin/r) (5.8)
θmax = arccos(zmax/r) (5.9)
The value for b0 = (x0, y0) is alulated from
y0 =


0 if φmax ≤ π
2
−rmax cosφmax if pi2 < φmax ≤ π
−rmax if φmax ≥ π
(5.10)
x0 =
{−rmax sinφmax φmax < pi2
−rmax φmax ≥ π
2
(5.11)
The value for b1 = (x1, y1) is alulated from
y1 = rmax (5.12)
x1 =


0 if φmax ≤ π
2
−rmax sinφmax if pi2 < φmax ≤ π
−rmax if φmax ≥ π
(5.13)
In addition to quadratis, SUNRAY has a number of other shapes suh as a plane,
a dis (whih is a trunated plane desribed by its radius), and triangles.
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5.2. Triangles
Triangles are the most ommon shape used in graphial ray traers (Hekbert,
1994). They are also an important shape in SUNRAY as they are used as the
building bloks for more omplex shapes and are also used to represent real mirror
surfaes.
The intersetion of a ray and a triangle is oneptually similar, but mathemat-
ially dierent to that of a ray and a quadrati and the proedure is disussed in
Appendix C. In this setion triangular meshes are disussed. Triangular meshes
are important as they are used to desribe the surfae prole of real mirror sur-
faes whih have been sanned into SUNRAY. This allows for the simulation of
experiments (Appendix F).
Triangular meshes, also known as Triangular Irregular Networks (TIN), are tes-
sellated triangles whih are meshed to approximate surfaes with omplex mathe-
matial desriptions (Amanatides & Choi, 1997). Shapes are built using a network
of triangles, whih share verties and edges to form a ontinuous surfae, suh as
the sphere in Figure 5.5. For a losed shape Haines (2001) showed that, on av-
erage, six triangles will share one ommon vertex. To save on memory usage,
instead of eah triangle storing its own vertex, the oordinates of the ommon
vertex an stored in a separate data struture and eah triangle is given aess to
this auxiliary data struture.
Figure 5.5: A sphere approximated by tessellated triangles
Beause triangular meshes play suh an essential role in ray traing, they re-
quire an eient data struture. There are several data formats available and a
good review of some of these formats is given by Bourke (2003). From the available
formats, the Polygon File Format (PLY) was hosen for SUNRAY.
The PLY le format, developed by Turk & Levoy (1994) and Turk (1998), was
hosen for its simpliity and beause it was developed speially to handle 3D
sanned data les. Turk's ode has been adapted in SUNRAY to automatially
generate a PLY le from the output of a oordinate measuring mahine (CMM)
(Appendix F).
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If required, PLY les an be onverted from other data strutures. Programs,
suh as 3D Objet Converter [online℄, whih is freely available, an onvert PLY
les to and from multiple data strutures, for example (.obj) le format, whih is
the output le of Google's 3D modelling program, Skethup (Trimble, 2013).
5.3. Compound Objets
Paraboloids and triangles fall within a subset of shapes often referred to as prim-
itives or generi objets. Primitives are simple shapes with losed-form solutions
(John, 2005). A ompound objet is an objet made up of a number of these
primitives.
There are a number of advantages in using a ompound objet. Firstly, a olle-
tion of objets an be treated as a single objet. For example, the ompound objet
Multi-Faet is a retangular heliostat made up of multiple retangular faets, whih
an be plaed anywhere in a sene and is able to trak the sun as if it were a single
objet. Seondly, new ompound objets an be reated without having to write
new intersetion routines beause the intersetion tests are simplied to test only
the primitives whih make up the objet.
Compound objets an be onstruted from other ompound objets, whih in
themselves an be onstruted from ompound objets. In SUNRAY there is no
limit to the depth of ompound objets, but inreasing the number of objets has
a negative eet on memory usage. To redue memory usage, SUNRAY applies a
tehnique known as instaning.
5.4. Instaning
Instaning is used to save memory when there are a number of repeated objets
(suh as multiple heliostats) in SUNRAY. It does this by storing just a single
version of an objet and reating a number of instane objets, whih eah store a
pointer to that objet. To allow for dierent materials, eah instane objet also
stores a pointer to its material.
Eah instane objet is plaed on the origin of the world oordinate system.
Then, through a series of transformations (desribed by the transformation ma-
trix M), the objet is rotated and translated to its loation within the sene.
Beause only one oordinate system is used in SUNRAY, transformations need to
be onduted in a strit order. This is disussed in Appedix C.2.
Instaning is partiularly useful when designing a large eld layout. To redue
the time it takes for a user to set up a heliostat eld, SUNRAY has been developed
to read a CSV le desribing the oordinate loations of multiple heliostats. It
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then uses instaning to translate the heliostats to their respetive positions. After
that, the traking algorithms from Setion 4.2 automatially rotate eah heliostat
to ensure that its image strikes the target.
The proedure for interseting a ray with a transformed objet is slightly dier-
ent to what has been disussed. Beause ray-objet intersetion an be performed
in any spae and beause untransformed objets often have simpler intersetion
tests than transformed objets, the transformation is not performed on the ob-
jet, but instead the ray is transformed. This is done by applying the inverse-
transformation matrix to the ray, as illustrated in Figure 5.6. In the gure a and
b represent the ray hit points on the objet and M represents the transformation
matrix.
(a) Objet transformation (b) Ray transformation
Figure 5.6: A ray interseting a transformed objet
SUNRAY uses the algorithm desribed in (Suern, 2007) for interseting trans-
formed objets. The steps for interseting a ray with an objet are as follows:
1. Apply the inverse-transformation matrix (M−1) to the ray.
2. Interset the transformed ray with the untransformed objet and alulate
the normal and hit point of the untransformed objet.
3. Apply the transformation matrix,M , to the normal and hit point (the salar
t is not aeted by the transformation).
5.5. Conlusions
Most ommon shapes have reasonably losed-form solutions and most other om-
plex objets an be desribed using ompound objets or TINs. TINs also allow
for highly resolved surfae shapes and real mirror surfaes to be simulated. This
has the valuable advantage of being able to simulate atual experiments.
One a ray has interseted an objet, SUNRAY alls the objet's Material and
BRDF lasses in order to determine how the ray is reeted o the objet. This
is disussed in the next hapter.
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6. MATERIALS AND BRDF
Reetion from a surfae an be split into four broad ategories: diuse, perfet
speular, imperfet speular (glossy), and retro-reetion. Most real surfaes ex-
hibit a reetion that is a mixture of these four types (Siegel & Howell, 1992).
Diuse reetors, also known as Lambertian surfaes, satter light equally in all
diretions. In perfet speular reetion the inident light is reeted in a single,
outgoing diretion. Imperfet speular surfaes satter light preferentially in a
set of diretions and retro-reetors, suh as velvet, satter light bak along the
inident diretion. Reetion models an ome from numerous soures suh as
measured data, phenomenologial models, simulations, wave optis or geometrial
optis (Modest, 2003). The reetion models in SUNRAY are based on a ombina-
tion of geometri optis and empirial models. This hapter disusses the various
reetion models that are inorporated into SUNRAY. The supporting radiometri
theory behind the reetion models is provided in Appendix D.
6.1. Materials and BRDF Implementation
Surfae reetion is implemented through two lasses, namely the Bidiretional
Reetion Distribution Funtion (BRDF) lass and the Material lass. The Mate-
rial lass alulates the diretion of the reeted ray and the BRDF lass alulates
the magnitude of reeted radiane.
From the linearity properties of BRDF (see point 3, Appendix D.3) a material
an have multiple BRDFs, for example, polished steel an exhibit a mixture be-
tween diuse and speular reetion. To dene a new material, a user an ombine
several existing (or new) BRDFs.
6.2. Material
In SUNRAY there are two reetion models: perfet speular and imperfet spe-
ular. In perfet speular reetion the diretion of the reeted ray is alulated
using the ideal Law of Reetion. The Law of Reetion states that the angle
of inident light relative to the surfae normal is equal to the angle of reetion,
θi = θo. In imperfet speular reetion, the diretion of the reeted ray is al-
ulated using Monte Carlo methods.
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6.2.1. Perfet Speular
A perfet speular reetor, is a surfae whih is perfetly smooth and is ompletely
at (has an innite radius of urvature [Modest, 20013)℄). The diretion of a ray,
reeted o a perfetly speular surfae, is given by The Law of Reetion. The
reeted ray's diretions an be derived from Figure 6.1a.
The reeted diretion, r, is given by r = −l + 2a, where l is the inident
diretion. The vetor a is parallel to the normal, N, but has a length of l, saled
by the osine of the angle between l and N. If N is a unit vetor then
r = −l+ 2(N · l)N (6.1)
(a) Adapted from (Shirley & Marshner,
2009) (b)
Figure 6.1: Speular reetion o a smooth surfae
6.2.2. Imperfet Speular Reetion
On an atomi level, a perfetly smooth surfae does not exist. Therefore, speular
reetion is always ombined with a ertain amount of sattering (Siegel & Howell,
1992). Sattering results in a widening of the beam of reeted radiane.
Many models have been developed to represent imperfet speular reetion.
Some of these models have no physial basis and have only been developed to
render photorealisti images. An example of suh a model is the Phong reetion
model (Phong, 1975), whih formed the ornerstone of early graphial ray traers
(Shirley & Marshner, 2009). Other models are more physially based as they
have been developed using empirial data or on onepts suh as geometri optis
and mirofaets.
Mirofaets are tiny, at reetors of random size and orientation. The ree-
tion o a mirofaet an be modelled as Lambertian (equal probability of sat-
tering in any diretion), suh as the Oren and Nayer model desribed by Pharr
& Humphreys (2010) or perfet reetor, suh as by the Torrene and Sparrow
model (Torrene & Sparrow, 1967).
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Imperfet speular reetion has been implemented in SUNRAY by adapting
the parameters in the SolarPACES guidelines: Parameters and Method to Evaluate
the Solar Reetane Properties of Reetor Materials CSP Tehnology (Meyen,
Garía & Kennedy, 2011; Meyen, Montehi, Kennedy, Zhu, Gray, Crawford &
et al., 2013). These guidelines are reommendations for the standardisation of re-
etane haraterisation of CSP olletors and are therefore well-suited for SUN-
RAY. These guidelines have been based, in part, on the work of Butler & Pettit
(1977); Pettit (1977); and Gee, Brost, Zhu & Jorgensen (2010).
Through experiments on solar onentrators, Pettit (1977) showed that the
sattering distribution funtion of light o solar reetive materials an be har-
aterised by the sum of two normal distributions: one with a high amplitude and
narrow standard deviation, where most of the reeted light is ontained; the other
with a low amplitude and broad standard deviation. These distributions represent
the speular and diuse spread of light, respetively. In a more reent study, Gee
et al. (2010) used a weighting term K, to weigh the two normal distributions. The
speularity error, σspec, illustrated in Figure 6.2 is given by the following
σ2spec = Kσ
2
spec1 + (1−K)σ2spec2 (6.2)
Where σspec1 and σspec2 are the higher intensity and lower intensity Gaussian dis-
tributions respetively. The default value for K in SUNRAY is set as 1, whih
redues Equation (6.2) to just one term. Alternate values for K an be found in
(Gee et al., 2010).
N Nf
ωi
ωo
σspec
Figure 6.2: The reeted vetor o a surfae of mirofaets
In addition to speularity errors, the Imperfet Speular lass also models slope
errors, σslope. Slope errors are desribed by the distribution of the surfae normals,
Nf . From the laws of reetion, a slope error of θ will result in the reetion
vetor ωo to be reeted by 2θ, as illustrated in Figure 6.3.
From Gee et al. (2010), a olletor surfae is modelled as a sum of squares of
the two surfae errors: speularity (miro-errors) and slope (maro-errors) slope.
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N Nf
ωi
ωo
2
slope
Figure 6.3: Slope error adapted from (NREL, 2012b)
The total beam spread is then alulated as the root mean square (rms) value of
the two optial errors.
σcombined =
√
σ2micro + 4σ
2
macro (6.3)
6.2.3. Imperfet Speular Implementation
The Imperfet Speular lass generates the sample points (xsp, ysp, zsp) on the unit
hemisphere above hit point p, using similar Monte Carlo methods as desribed in
the Gaussian sunshape in Setion 4.1.2.
Imperfet Speular lass sets up a new oordinate system entred on p. This
new oordinate system is onstruted by
w = ωo
u = y×w
v = u×w
(6.4)
Where y is the y-axis in the world oordinate system and ωo is the perfet speular
reeted ray diretion alulated from Equation (6.1). The reeted ray's diretion
an then be written, as a linear ombination of this orthonormal oordinate system
(Suern, 2007)
d = xspu+ yspv+ zspw (6.5)
An issue whih arose when developing the Imperfet Speular lass is illus-
trated in Figure 6.4. For simulations with very rough surfaes (a large amount
of sattering) or with rays arriving at high-inident angles, the reeted ray di-
retion an fall below the surfae of the mirror. In these situations the reeted
diretion is simply reeted through ω0 by reversing the signs of xsp and ysp. Thus
Equation (6.5) beomes
d = −xspu− yspv+ zspw (6.6)
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Unfortunately, this introdues a bias in the distribution funtion, resulting in a
higher probability for rays to fall within the upper periphery. This issue has not
been addressed in this study as it was assumed that the majority of simulations
would be onduted with near speular reetion. Further work may have to
address this problem.
Figure 6.4: Rays generated below the surfae of the reetor
6.3. BRDF Models
In SUNRAY the fration of reeted
1
light is given by the reetion oeient
krǫ[0, 1]. There are two BRDF models in SUNRAY that an be used to deter-
mine kr: Constant Speular BRDF and Fresnel Reetion. Of the two, Fresnel
Reetion is the more aurate as it is based on atual physial laws.
In addition to the fration of reeted light, SUNRAY also models the spetral
distribution of the reeted ray. This is a unique feature of SUNRAY whih
has not been implemented in either Tonatiuh or SolTrae. Modelling the spetral
distribution of reetion is important for simulations of systems with, for example,
seletive absorbers (Kennedy, 2002). To model the spetral distribution, SUNRAY
uses a 3D base funtion r. As an example, low-quality solar glass has a high iron
ontent, therefore there will be higher reetion in the green wavelength (Alanod
Solar, 2012) and the base funtion ould be (R,G,B) = (0.8, 1.0, 0.8). This is
disussed further in Appendix D.1.
1
The perentage of light not reeted an either be absorbed or transferred. However, for
energy alulations SUNRAY assumes that all energy not reeted is absorbed.
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6.3.1. Constant Speular BRDF
The simplest approximation to model the reetion of light o a surfae is to
approximate a onstant BRDF over the entire surfae. Thus, the amount of ux
in the single diretion, ωo, is independent of the inoming diretion, θi, and is
saled by a onstant reetion oeient, fr,s = ρs = krr.
In order to ensure that the BRDF is only valid for the reeted diretion and is
zero for all values of θr 6= θ1 and φi 6= φr (Figure 6.1b), a singularity term needs to
be inluded in the BRDF. Niodemus, Rihmond & Hsia (1977) gives the onstant
speular reetion BRDF as
fr,s(p,ωi,ωo) = 2kr rδsin
2 θr − sin2 θiδφo ± π − φi/ cos θi (6.7)
The delta term is a singularity term whih ensures that light is only reeted in a
single (speular) diretion. The osine term has been inluded in Equation (6.7)
to anel out with the osine term in Equation (6.10).
For quik, simple solutions, Equation (6.7) is a reasonable approximation for a
speular BRDF and that is why it is used in many ray traers. However, physially
based reetion is diretionally dependent and annot be aptured by a onstant
value of reetivity. The Fresnel Equations, derived by Augustin-Jean Fresnel
(1788-1827), speify how light is reeted and transmitted at the boundary of
optially smooth surfaes (Querry, 1969).
6.3.2. Fresnel Reetion
There are two sets of equations for Fresnel reetion, whih are derived from the
Maxwell Equations. One is for ondutors, i.e., materials suh as metals whih
ondut eletriity, and one for dieletri materials, or non-ondutors, suh as
lear quartz (Querry, 1969). Sine transpareny is not modelled in SUNRAY only
ondutors have been onsidered.
Condutors do not transmit light but some of the inident light is absorbed by
the material and turned into heat. The amount of light reeted is a funtion of
the refrative index, η, the absorption oeient, k, and the wavelength of light, λ.
An example of a reetive ondutor is silver. The refrative index and absorption
oeient for silver is plotted in Figure 6.5, along with the spetral wavelengths
of light.
The Fresnel Equations an take on a further two forms depending on the po-
larisation of inoming light (Querry, 1969).
r2‖ =
(η2 + k2) cos θ2i − 2η cos θi + 1
(η2 + k2) cos θ2i + 2η cos θi + 1
(6.8a)
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Figure 6.5: Absorption oeient and refrative index of silver from Palik (1985)
r2⊥ =
(η2 + k2)− 2η cos θi + cos θ2i
(η2 + k2) + 2η cos θi + cos θ
2
i
(6.8b)
Where r‖ is the Fresnel reetion for parallel polarised light and r⊥ is the re-
etane for perpendiular polarised light. However, SUNRAY does not take po-
larisation into aount as sunlight is unpolarised (Meyen et al., 2013). Instead,
SUNRAY assumes that light is randomly orientated with respet to wavelength.
The Fresnel Equations then simplify to the average of the squares of parallel and
perpendiular terms (Pharr & Humphreys, 2010). The reetion oeient, Fr,
for Fresnel reetion is given by
Fr =
1
2
(r2‖ + r
2
⊥) (6.9)
A visualisation of Fr is plotted in Figure 6.6. The values for η and k are obtained
from Figure 6.5 for the red, blue, and green wavelengths. It an be seen from the
gure how the value of Fr varies with inidene angle. This demonstrates how
approximating reetivity with a onstant value (as is done in many ray traers)
an introdue errors in the alulation.
6.3.3. BRDF Implementation
A ray propagated into a sene will arry a ertain amount of energy (ux). As
the ray interats with an objet in the sene it loses energy (a ray an also be
attenuated through the atmosphere, see Appendix D.6). SUNRAY ontinually
keeps trak of this energy derease via Kajiya (1986) rendering equation. Kajiya
gives the reeted radiane at point p in the diretion ωo, due to the inident
illumination from the whole hemisphere above p as
Lo(p,ωo) =
∫
2pi+
Li(p,ωi)fr(p,ωi,ωo) cos θidωi (6.10)
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Figure 6.6: Fresnel reetion for various wavelengths and inident angles
This fundamental equation in ray traing is used to desribe how light at a point
is transformed into an outgoing distribution. It is also often referred to as the
sattering equation (Pharr & Humphreys, 2010) and reetion equation (if the
domain is just the upper hemisphere Ωi [Suern, 2007℄). A key task of SUNRAY
is to ompute the solution to the rendering equation at every hit point.
The reeted radiane in diretion ωo for a onstant BRDF is found by sub-
stituting Equation (6.7) into Equation (6.10). Thus, speular reetion is imple-
mented by
Lo(p,ωo) =
krr
N ·ωiLi(p,ωi) (6.11)
Where the diretion of the reeted ray, ωo, is alulated from Equation (6.1). For
Fresnel reetion, Fr from Equation (6.9) replaes kr in Equation (6.11).
6.4. Conlusions
Corret desription of various material properties is important in ray traing and
requires eetive use of Monte Carlo methods. Therefore to assist the user the
Material and BRDF lasses have been written to ensure that a very wide range
of solar materials an be simulated in SUNRAY. To ahieve this, the reetion
models were based on the physially aurate Fresnel Equations as well as the
SoarPaes guidelines. Moreover, desribing the spetral distribution of light as a
3D (R,G,B)-vetor allows for greater ontrol over the simulation of a CSP plant.
In order to obtain an aurate solution to a simulation a desription of the
objets material and BRDF must be provided. Aeleration tehniques, whih are
disussed in the next hapter, do not neessarily aet the auray of a simulation,
but they are essential for ensuring reasonable simulation times.
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7. ACCELERATION TECHNIQUES
The ray traing method of testing the intersetion of eah ray with eah and every
objet and retaining the nearest hit point is adequate to determine a solution to
any simulation. However, this exhaustive method of ray traing has simulation
times linearly proportional to the number of objets in the sene, ausing the
omputational times for very large simulations to beome prohibitively high. Most
rays will only possibly interset very few objets and miss the others by a large
distane. If whole groups of objets an be rejeted and not even tested, there will
be a substantial inrease in performane.
Due to the essential role they play in ray traing, a number of aeleration
tehniques have been developed. An overview of the popular aeleration teh-
niques used in ray traing is provided in Appendix E. This hapter disusses the
four main aeleration tehniques used in SUNRAY. These are: bounding boxes,
the Grid, whih redue the ost of ray intersetions; the View Grid, whih is a
method for ray propagation, whih redues the required number of rays; and the
method to Predit the Required Number of Rays (PRNR), whih is a novel sta-
tistial method whih ensures that the minimum number of rays are traed in a
simulation.
7.1. Bounding Boxes
A bounding volume is a shape whih surrounds an objet in the sene and permits
simpler ray intersetion alulations (Goldsmith & Salmon, 1987). Only if the
ray intersets the bounding volume is the atual objet tested. Although this
atually inreases the omputational ost of rays whih pass through the volume,
it simplies alulations for the vast majority of rays whih miss the objet.
In SUNRAY the bounding volume is an axis-aligned box, alled a bounding
box (Appendix E.2.1). As disussed in Setion 5.1.3, all objets in SUNRAY have
a bounding box and a user dening a new shape needs to inlude a routine to
alulate the shape's bounding box. All bounding boxes in SUNRAY have been
omputed to t as tightly as possible onto their shapes. However, a loose-tting
bounding box will not aet the auray of a simulation, only the running time.
For a bounding box to be eetive it needs an inexpensive intersetion test. The
algorithm for ray-objet intersetion is best desribed in the 2D ase, as illustrated
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in Figure 7.1. The ray parameter where the ray hits the line x = x0 is given as
txmin =
x0 − ox
dx
(7.1)
Where ox and dx are the x-omponents of the ray's origin and diretion, respe-
tively. Similar alulations are made for txmax, tymin, and tymax.
Figure 7.1: Ray-bounding box intersetion adapted from (Suern, 2007)
A ray only hits the box if the intervals [txmin, txmax] and [tymin, tymax] overlap.
Therefore, a ray will only hit if one of the following onditions are met
txmin < tymax
tymin < txmax
(7.2)
As seen in Figure 7.1, the upper ray misses the box, whereas the lower ray hits.
The omplete algorithm is given in Appendix E.2.1.
Bounding boxes also play an important role in ray propagation. In the initial
build stage (Setion 3.1.3), one all the objets have been added to a sene, a searh
algorithm nds the minimum and maximum oordinates of all the bounding boxes
in the sene. These oordinates form the orners of a global bounding box whih
enompasses the entire sene. Unlike graphial ray traers, where the user denes
the area from where rays are propagated, this global bounding box desribes the
size of the sene ompletely and limits the area from where rays are propagated in
SUNRAY.
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7.2. Ray Propagation
There are numerous ways to propagate rays into a sene. An investigation into
the dierent ray propagation tehniques is given in Appendix E.3, whereas this
setion disusses a novel method of ray propagation whih has been developed for
SUNRAY. This proposed propagation method redues the omputational time by
only traing rays whih have the highest probability of interseting an objet.
Various methods for ray propagation were onsidered and explored for SUN-
RAY, inluding generating rays on the objets themselves or on the target (bak-
ward ray traing [Arvo,1986℄). These tehniques, however, do not allow for easy
extendibility. Therefore, it was deided to propagate rays from the sun toward the
sene. This approah utilises the intuitive, natural path of light and an be used
for any sene regardless of the number or type of olletors or targets.
In SUNRAY all rays are generated from the same plane, whih has been alled
the View Plane, whih is loated above the sene. This plane is perpendiular to
a vetor pointing from the origin of the world oordinate system to the sun. To
redue omputational time, rays are only generated above eah objet in the sene.
The method for ray propogation is illustrated in Figure 7.2. In this method the
View Plane is divided into a number of ells, forming the View Grid. Rays are
only generated from ells whih ontain a projetion of the objet's bounding box
as this ensures that fewer rays miss the olletors.
The following steps for ray propagaion are performed only one in the initial
build stage. After the rays have been generated they an be traed using multiple
proessors (Setion 3.3.2).
Step 1: Generate the View Plane Regardless of how the user denes the posi-
tion of the sun (Appendix B.1), a vetor is generated whih points from the origin
of the world oordinate system towards the sun's position, alled the Sun Vetor.
This vetor forms the normal to the plane from where rays are generated.
Step 2: Projet the bounding box Priniples of ray traing are used to projet
eah objet's bounding box onto the View Plane. From eah orner of the bounding
box a ray is shot toward the View Plane. The intersetion points of the rays and
the plane are alulated using Equation (3.6).
t =
(a− o)n
(d · n)
Where o is the orner of the bounding box, d is parallel to the Sun Vetor, n is in
the opposite diretion to d and a is a point on the plane whih determines how far
the View Plane is loated from the sene. The View Plane needs to be generated
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(a) Step 1 (b) Step 2
() Step 3 (d) Step 4
(e) Step 5 (f) Step 6
(g) Step 8
(h) Bounding box as viewed from the
View Grid
Figure 7.2: Ray propagation steps
suiently far away from the sene to ensure that no part of the View Grid is
below the horizon. Therefore, point a is found from the salar multipliation of d
by the maximum length of the bounding box.
a = d|bo − b1| (7.3)
Step 3: Transform the View Plane In order to simplify the alulations in
Step 4, the z-ordinate is removed. This is done by transforming the View Plane
and all the projeted points (from Step 2) so that they sit on a plane that is par-
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allel to the x-y plane. The transformation is done by multiplying all the projeted
points by the inverse transformation matrix M−1sun, see Appendix B.1.
Step 4: Compute the enompassing retangle One the projeted orners of
the bounding boxes are all on a horizontal plane, nding the minimum and maxi-
mum x- and y-oordinates of a retangle whih ontains all the projeted points,
simplies to a straightforward minimum/maximum searh algorithm. When this
retangle is transformed bak to the original sun position, it will ompletely en-
lose the global bounding box. Figure 7.2h is a view of the bounding box as seen
from the View Grid one it has been transformed bak. The gure shows that the
bounding box is ompletely enlosed the retangle.
To aount for the solar subtend angle, the rays are not propagated perpendi-
ular to the View Plane but within a one dened by the sunshape (Setion 4.1).
The dimensions of the retangle need to be extended to aount for this. Eah
orner of the retangle is extended by an extra amount dened by
extra = |z1 − z0 + offset| tanβ (7.4)
Where z1 and z0 are the maximum and minimum z-ordinates of the global bound-
ing box. The offset is a small number (by default 0.001) whih ensures that
the View Plane is not positioned on the global bounding box, as illustrated in
Figure 7.3.
z0
z1
Offset
β
extra
ViewPlane
Figure 7.3: Inreasing the projeted area to aount for the sunshape
Step 5: Setting up the View Grid The following expression, whih has been
adapted from (Suern, 2007), is used to alulate nx and ny, i.e., the number of
ells in the x and y diretions, respetively. This expression ensures that the ells
of the View Grid are roughly square.
s = wxwy/n
1/3
nx = mvgwx/s+ 1
ny = mvgwy/s+ 1
(7.5)
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To prevent partial ells, SUNRAY rounds nx and ny o to the nearest whole
number. The values for wx and wy are the x and y dimensions of the View Grid,
illustrated in Figure 7.4. n is the number of objets in the sene and mvg is a
multiplying fator whih varies the number of ells in the grid.
It is more favourable to have a large value for mvg as this redues the size of
the ells of the View Grid. The multiplying fator is automatially seleted by
SUNRAY but an also be varied by the user. A multiplying fator of zero turns
the View Grid o. The +1 to the right of Equation (7.5) ensures that even with
a multiplying fator of zero, there will be at least one ative ell.
Figure 7.4: View Grid with enompassed objets
Step 6: Ativate ells All ells whih ontain a projetion of the objet's bound-
ing box, the shaded-grey ells in Figure 7.4, need to be ativated. To do this, the
ells whih ontain the upper b1 and lower b0 orners of the box are rst found.
Eah ell is then given an index value, where index = (ix, iy), and SUNRAY stores
the indies in a standard array. The index of a ell is alulated from
index = ix + nxiy (7.6)
Figure 7.5 shows how SUNRAY omputes whih ells ontain the orners of the
bounding box.
In the gure the grid extends from p0 to p1. The length of the grid in the x
diretion is p1x− p0x. The following expression is used to nd the index of the ell
in whih point b lies
f(bx) = (bx − p0x)/(p1x − p0x)
ix = nxf(bx)
(7.7)
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ix
0 1 2 3
b
y
x
p1
p0
p1x-p0x
bx-p0x
vy
vx
(xv,yv)
Figure 7.5: View Grid with a point b
An issue with Equation (7.7) ours when b is loated on the boarder of the
grid, for example when bx = p0x. In suh a ase, it was found that omputer
rounding errors returned values of f(b) > 1. This would have aused SUNRAY to
rash beause it would have been trying to aess an index value whih was out
of range. The lamp funtion, desribed in (Suern, 2007), was used to x this
problem.
One the index values of the ells whih ontain the orners of the bounding
box (b0, b1) have been found, SUNRAY sequentially ativates all ells between
the orners.
Step 7: Populate View Grid ells When generating the View Grid, the total
number of ative ells and the size of eah ell are stored. These are used to
alulate the total area from where the rays are propagated. To ensure no bias is
introdued, rays are evenly distributed among ative ells. If it is not possible to
divide the rays equally among the ells, the remaining rays are not generated.
In addition to the total number and size of the ative ells, the lower left orner,
(xv, yv), of eah ative ell is also stored. The origin, o, of eah ray an then be
found from
ox = (wxξx + xv)
oy = (wyξy + yv)
(7.8)
Where ξ is a anonial random variable drawn from a Monte Carlo sampling stru-
ture.
Step 8: Transform the ray origins bak to the sun's position The nal
step in ray propagation is to transform the rays bak to the original spae. This
is done by applying the transformation matrix, Msun, to the rays.
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An alternate approah to the eight steps desribed here, is to generate a plane
using two orthogonal vetors normal to the sun vetor. Together, these vetors
will form a system of oordinates entred on the plane. Rays an be desribed as a
linear ombination of these base vetors and all alulations involved with setting
up the View Grid an be handled in the plane-entred oordinate system. However,
this approah was not used for SUNRAY as it requires transformations between
multiple oordinate systems. From Setion 3.3.4, working within one oordinate
system is more intuitive and simplies debugging for future development.
7.3. The Grid
The Grid is a method for the spatial subdivision of the area of a sene. A disussion
of spatial subdivision shemes and a justiation of using a grid is provided in
Appendix E.2. This setion introdues the main onepts behind the Grid and
disusses how a ray transverses it.
The Grid is oneptually similar to the View Grid and an be onsidered as a
3D extension of the tehniques already disussed, with the key exeption of what
is stored in the ells. The ells of the View Grid only store a Boolean value of
1 for ative and 0 for inative ells, whereas the ells of the Grid store a list of
all the objets that fall within eah ell. If an objet spans several ells then it
must be inluded in more than one list (to redue memory usage, a pointer to the
objet is stored). Due to their similarities with the View Grid, the tehniques for
setting up the Grid and storing objets (akin to ativating ells) are not diussed
here. Instead, the following setion disusses a more important aspet of how a
ray moves through the Grid.
A ray transverses the Grid in a strit order so that one the ray hits an objet,
the proess stops. This redues the number of unneessary intersetion tests.
Figure 7.6 illustrates how a ray an move through a 2D grid. The ray rst hits
the ell labelled a and, sine there are no objets in that ell, it moves on to ell b.
The ray then tests for intersetion with all the objets in ell b, in this ase only
objet 1. Beause the ray misses objet 1, it moves on to the next ell. The ray
then tests for intersetion with all the objets in ell c. The ray hits both objet 2
and objet 3, but only the nearest hit point of the two is reorded. Sine the ray
has hit an objet, the proess stops.
Due to the sequential transversal of the Grid, there is no need to test for
intersetion with objet 4. Objet 5 is also not tested as it is not in any of the
ells that the ray transverses. Without a grid, SUNRAY will test all objets in the
sene.
The transversal algorithm used in SUNRAY, illustrated in Figure 7.7, was rst
proposed by Amanatides& Woo (1987). The algorithm begins by rst determining
whih ell ontains the origin of the ray. For seondary rays this is found using a
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Figure 7.6: Objet intersetions as a ray transverses the Grid
similar proess to step 6 in Setion 7.2. For primary rays this is found where the
primary ray enters the Grid.
Next, the value of δt is determined. This value represents the length of the ray
for the horizontal omponent of the ray to equal one ell width and is alulated
by
δtx = (txmax − txmin)/nx (7.9)
Where nx is the number of ells in the x-diretion and txmax and txmin are found
using Equation (7.1). Similar expressions are used to determine δty and δtz.
The next step is to determine how far along the ray an move before it enters
the next ell and the nal step is to determine whih ell it enters. To do this, the
value of t at whih the ray rosses the rst vertial ell boundary is determined
from
txnext = txmin + (ix + 1)δtx (7.10)
Where ix is the same indexing system used in Equation (7.6). A similar omputa-
tion is used to nd tynext and tznext. From Figure 7.7, if to is the point where the ray
enters the ell, then txnext is the value of t where the ray hits the next x fae. Sim-
ilarly, tynext is the t value where the ray hits the next y fae. If txnext < tynext the
ray enters the next horizontal ell (in the x diretion), otherwise the ray moves to
the next vertial ell (in the y diretion). SUNRAY ontinues trae a ray through
the Grid until an either an objet has been hit or the ray exits the Grid.
(a) Ray moving to horizontal ell (b) Ray moving to vertial ell
Figure 7.7: Grid transversal
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7.4. The PRNR method
A ray traer an be an invaluable tool for any CSP researher. Most ray traers
run until a predened number of rays, hosen by the user, have been traed. The
auray of a ray traing simulation is dependent on the number of rays traed and
diers for every sene, whih leads to the question of how many rays are enough.
For a non-optis speialist the number of rays is an abstrat onept and a higher
number is usually seen as better. However, this an lead to long omputational
times as a needlessly large number of rays are traed. On the ontrary, too few
rays an produe erroneous results. Even for the optis speialist, the hoie of
how many rays to trae is so seemingly arbitrary that often a simulation is run
several times, with a various number of rays, in order to obtain an idea of how
many rays are required.
In this setion a new method whih predits the minimum number of rays
required for a simulation is presented. The proposed method, namely the Predit
the Required Number of Rays (PRNR ) method, was published in the proeedings
of the peer reviewed 2013 SolarPACES paper (Bode, Gauhé & Grith, 2013).
The PRNR method was developed in order to help a user, who is unfamiliar with
ray traing, to use SUNRAY. However, the algorithm is universal in that it an
be implemented in most ray traing odes.
The value of the PRNR method is that, instead of dening a number of rays,
a user only has to dene an aeptable (tolerable) error in the result. The PRNR
method then omputes how many rays are required to ensure that the results fall
within this error limit.
7.4.1. Development of the PRNR Method
The PRNR method uses statistial tools to predit the minimum number of rays
required to obtain an adequate solution to a simulation. The solution is dened
here as both the total power and the spatial resolution of radiant ux on a target
if an innite number of rays were to be traed. It should be noted that even if
an innite number of rays ould be traed, a ray traer an never fully simulate a
real CSP system, as every input into a ray traer is a potential soure of error, for
example, an impreise desription of the reeting surfaes. This method models
only one type of error, i.e., shot noise.
First disovered by Walter Shottky in 1918 (Perepelitsa, 2006), shot noise
arises in ray traing due to the arrival of a disrete number of independent and
randomly generated rays. Shot noise is observed as utuations in the results of
a repeated simulation. In ray traing the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of a result
is proportional to the square route of the number of rays whih hit the target.
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Therefore, a large SNR requires a large number of rays. Figure 7.8 shows the
utuations in the results of repeating the same simulation on a random eld of
200 at heliostats.
(a) 1 000 rays
(b) 10 000 rays
Figure 7.8: A simulation of 200 random heliostats
The development of the PRNR method is based on the observation that, be-
ause eah ray an be traed independently from the next, running a simulation
with an innite number of rays, N = ∞, is equivalent to repeating a simulation
with a nite number of rays, N ≥ 1, an innite number of times, n =∞.
From Figure 7.8, if a simulation with a nite number of rays is repeated n
times, where n > 0, the results of eah simulation will utuate about a ertain
mean value, µN . As n is inreased (n→∞), the mean will tend toward the orret
solution (µN → µ∞) with a variane of σN . Thus, the solution to a simulation an
be found if an adequate inferene of µ∞ an be made. This onept is illustrated
in Figure 7.9.
From Figure 7.9, for eah ray inrement, the simulation was repeated n = 105
times. The mean value of eah repeated simulation has been plotted with the
vertial lines representing the variane in eah of the the results. The gure shows
that even for as few as 50 rays, the long-run mean solution is within 0.3% of the
analytial (deterministi) solution, although with a large degree of variane.
In pratie, a simulation an only be repeated a nite number of times. How-
ever, if n is large enough, a point estimate (Lyman Ott, 1988) of the mean, µ∞,
an be found from the standard arithmeti mean.
y¯ =
1
n
n∑
i
yi (7.11)
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Figure 7.9: Results of a repeated simulation for various ray inrements
The variane, σN , an be approximated from the standard deviation, sn.
sn =
√√√√ 1
n− 1
[∑
i
y2i −
(
∑
i yi)
2
n
]
(7.12)
Where yi is the solution to the ith repeated simulation.
In Figure 7.10, the frequeny of the results using 50 rays for the same simulation
in Figure 7.9 is plotted. For a large set of simulations the Central Limit Theorem
holds (Kroese et al., 2011) and the results of eah trae are normally distributed
about µ∞. Therefore, it is possible to use Gaussian distribution to set up an
interval estimate of the mean, µ∞.
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Figure 7.10: Frequeny of results for multiple runs using a simple heliostat
For a Normal Gaussian distribution, approximately 99% of the area under the
urve lies within Z = 3 standard deviations of µ∞. This means that 99% of the y¯
results will fall within the interval µ∞±ZσN . However, it is unlikely that σN will
be known and is it impratial to run a large number of simulations for sn to be
a reasonable estimate of σN . Therefore, the more variable Student's t-distribution
with ν = n− 1 degrees of freedom (Lyman Ott, 1988) is onservatively used.
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The ondene interval estimate for µ∞ is then
y¯ ± tα/2 sn√
n
(7.13)
Where (1 − α) is the ondene oeient whih determines a 100(1− α)% on-
dene interval for µN . The term on the right-hand side of the plus or minus in
Equation (7.13) is the error, E, in the estimate.
E = tα/2
sn√
n
(7.14)
Three quantities inuene the error and thus the width of the interval: the desired
ondene level (whih determines the t-value used), the standard deviation and
the number of repeated simulations.
The ondene level, whih is hosen by the user, needs to be arefully seleted,
as a low value will mean that, within the interval, there will likely be an error and,
in ontrast, a high value will have a very large interval. For a xed ondene
level, the error an be redued by inreasing the number of repeated simulations.
By rearranging Equation (7.14), an estimate of the number of simulations required
an be obtained.
m =
t2α/2s
2
n
E2T
(7.15)
Where m is the number of times a simulation using N rays needs to be repeated
in order to resolve the solution within a tolerable error, ET , with a ondene of
100(1 − α)%. This is equivalent to running only one simulation with mN rays.
Equation (7.15) is used to predit the number of rays and is the ornerstone of the
PRNR algorithm.
7.4.2. The PRNR Algorithm
In the PRNR algorithm the user is required to dene ET , the tolerable error (the
level of error whih a user is willing to aept for a given spatial resolution) and α,
the ondene level. Then, the only unknown in Equation (7.15) is the standard
deviation. The rst step in the algorithm is thus to obtain an estimate of sn.
In order to obtain an estimation of sn, a simulation is run twie, n = 2, with
either Ninitial = 50 rays per objet or Ninitial = 50 rays per division on the target,
whihever is larger. The value of 50 has been empirially hosen as it was found to
be a good balane of the least number of rays whih an still provide a reasonable
estimate of σn. The standard deviation between the two simulations is alulated
using Equation (7.12).
The next step is to ompute the error in the result using Equation (7.14). For
a target subdivided into a number of ells, the error for eah ell is alulated. If
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this error is equal or below the tolerable error, the simulation will stop. However,
in the more likely ase where the error is greater than the tolerable error, Equa-
tion (7.15) is used to predit the number of simulations required. In the nal step,
the simulation is run with a total of mN rays. To further save on omputational
time, the results of the initial simulations are stored so that the nal trae only
requires N(m− n) rays. The algorithm is summarised below:
SET Tolerable Error (ET ) and Condene (α)
Run n simulations with N = Ninitial×max(Number of objets, Spatial Resolution)
Calulate sn using Equation (7.12) and the Error (E) using Equation (7.14)
IF ET ≤ E
STOP
ELSE
Calulate the required number of simulations (m) using Equation (7.15)
Run one simulation using N(m− n) rays
The default setting of the PRNR method is to run two initial simulations with 50
rays per objet. With so few rays, the results between the two simulations an vary
greatly. If, for example, the dierene between the rst two simulations is very
large (a large sn), the PRNR method ould over predit the required number of
rays. Conversely, if the results are similar, the PRNR method ould under predit
the required number of rays. To avoid this, the t-value is used. The t-value
is a multiplying fator whih ensures a large interval estimate that enompasses
most results (depending on the ondene). However, it was found that these two
situations are rare and for most validation ases the method suitably predits the
required number of rays. Two of these validation ases are presented in the next
hapter.
7.5. Conlusions
In the absene of a quantitative omparison of all the available aeleration teh-
niques, it is diult to make an absolute deision on whih ones will be best suited
for SUNRAY. There is no standard tehnique and no fundamental reason why one
tehnique should be preferred above all others. Keeping within the riteria of this
thesis, the tehniques inorporated into SUNRAY were based on performane,
extensibility, and simpliity. In the next hapter various features of SUNRAY
disussed thus far, inluding the PRNR method, are validated.
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8. VALIDATION
This hapter presents a selet number of validation test ases. These tests serve
to validate the fundamental routines and algorithms of SUNRAY. Sine it is not
possible to present the entirety of the atual ode in this thesis, this hapter
also serves as validation of orret programming proedures. Some features, for
example azimuth-elevation and single-axis traking, are not presented as inluding
every validation ase is beyond the sope of this thesis.
8.1. Validation Methodology
The validation tests begin with simple behavioural tests and progressively inrease
in omplexity. One the fundamentals of SUNRAY have been validated, various
aspets of the sun and material are tested in detail. Following this, more om-
plex senes whih do not have simple analytial solutions are tested. These are
omparative tests with the same simulation run in odes whih have already been
validated, namely SolTrae and Tonatiuh. The aeleration shemes are then
tested, inluding a thorough investigation into the ray propagation method and
the PRNR method. Finally, SUNRAY is experimentally validated by omparing
the results with atual experimental tests.
8.2. Behavioural Tests
Behavioural tests illustrate the fundamental apabilities of SUNRAY. Some be-
havioural tests do not have any quantiable solutions, but the ray traed images
serve as suient validation. The behavioural tests presented here are for ray-
objet intersetion, objet transformation, shading, basi image formation, multi-
ple reetion, and energy balane tests.
8.2.1. Ray-Objet Intersetion and Objet Transformation
The rst test is the basi, but important, ray-objet intersetion test, illustrated
in Figure 8.1. Here, four heliostats are simulated and the (x, y, z) oordinate
of the ray-objet intersetion points, the hit points, are plotted. The rst three
heliostats are square 1 m×1 m heliostats (the sale of the images has been distorted
in MATLAB). The fourth heliostat is saled to 1 m×2 m.
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Figure 8.1: Intersetion and transformation of four heliostats
This test illustrates one of the most entral aspets of SUNRAY: the ability to
interset objets. From the gure, it an be seen that less rays have struk Heliostat
3, whih also has the lowest ux. This is beause Heliostat 3 is orientated near
parallel to the inoming rays, ausing many to miss. Figure 8.1 also depits a
validation ase of the transformation algorithms rotation, translation, and saling.
8.2.2. Shading
Two shapes, a one and paraboloid, are illustrated in Figure 8.2a. The ompound
objet, a ylindrial reeiver, whih is omposed of two diss and four ylinders
(representing boiler tubes), is illustrated in Figure 8.2b.
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(a) Shading of primitive objets (b) Shading of ompound objets
Figure 8.2: Primitive objets, ompound objets and shading
In Figure 8.2a rays are generated vertially above the objets. In the gure it
an be seen that there are no hit points on the lower left-hand side of the one.
This is beause the rays have hit the paraboloid rst. This illustrates SUNRAY's
ability to simulate various primitives as well as its ability to resolve shading. It
also illustrates what happens when two objets interset.
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SUNRAY has no ollision tests and therefore allows objets to overlap. It then
returns the hit point of only the losest objet. This is observed as part of the
one is protruding through the paraboloid.
In Figure 8.2b the sun is given an elevation of 45◦. It an be observed that the
upper disk is preventing most of the rays from striking the boiler tubes and only a
small setion of the tubes are onsequently reeiving light (the lighter points have
been inluded to aid in visualisation of the ylinders). The gure demostrates how
an objet an be self-shaded in SUNRAY.
8.2.3. Basi Image Formation
The next validation test demonstrates basi reetion as well as beam spread due
to a pillbox sunshape. To quantify the beam spread, one optis and edge ray
priniples are used (Appendix E.1.3). A program was written in MATLAB to
trae the ones from the edge of a at heliostat. For the validation ase pre-
sented here, the superposition of the images from three heliostats ast onto an
arbitrarily orientated target is illustrated in Figure 8.3. The heliostats are lo-
ated at (120, 5, 0), (100, 20, 10), and (100, 10, 10) and the target normal is set at
(−0.7, 0.7,−0.2). The ellipsoids in Figure 8.3 represent the analytial boundary of
the images formed by the heliostats.
0
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z
Target Hit Points
Heliostat 1 (120,5,0)
Heliostat 2 (100,20,10)
Heliostat 3 (100,10,10)
Figure 8.3: Superposition of three heliostat images on a target
In Figure 8.3 all the hit points are ontained within the boundary of the el-
lipsoids. This shows that SUNRAY is able to orretly resolve the outer shape of
the ux on the heliostat (Setion 8.3.1 quanties the ux distribution within the
ellipse).
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8.2.4. Multiple Reetion
To illustrate multiple reetions, a Compound Paraboli Conentrator (CPC) is
traed with the sun at two dierent angles, as illustrated in Figure 8.4. When the
inoming rays are perpendiular to the aperture of the CPC, illustrated by the
green rays, all the rays are reeted to the foal point of the CPC. However, if
the soure is not aligned normal to the aperture, the magenta rays, the rays are
re-reeted internally and many eventually leave bak through the aperture.
This is also an example of how SUNRAY an assist in CPC design and high-
lights the versatility and use of ray traing in many elds of CSP researh.
−2 −1.5 −1 −0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5
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00
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Figure 8.4: Multiple reetions in a CPC
8.2.5. Energy Balane
The nal behavioural test is an energy balane test. A sene with two simple
reetive (kr=0.89) 1 m×1 m mirrors and a perfet absorber (a non-reeting
target) is illustrated in Figure 8.5. Two virtual surfaes have also been inluded.
A virtual surfae is a surfae whih does not interat with the ray but reords ray
intersetions. Virtual surfaes were developed in SUNRAY to determine power
and ux passing through an area. The total number of rays and power on eah
surfae is tabulated in Table 8.1. The eets of atmospheri attenuation have also
been inluded using the Vittoe-Biggs model. To simplify the test rays have only
been generated above the rst reeting surfae.
The energy balane test shows that, for a sene, no rays are reated or destroyed
and every ray that enters the sene an be aounted for. Likewise, the total energy
arried by the rays as they are reeted through the sene is balaned. This is
observed as a redution of 0.89 of the power after the rays have been reeted o
eah surfae.
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Figure 8.5: Energy balane for multiple reetions
Number Total Atmospheri
of Hits Power [W℄ Attenuation [W℄
Reetive 1 82 266 923.64 923.64
Virtual 1 82 266 822.04 816.20
Virtual 2 2 375 23.73 23.51
Reetive 2 79 891 798.31 792.64
Absorber 79 891 710.50 705.30
Floor 9399 105.53 105.53
Total Rays 91 665 950.31 -
Table 8.1: Energy balane for multiple reetions
8.3. The Sun
This setion validates various features of SUNRAY regarding the sun. This setion
begins with a formal validation of the sunshape, followed by validation of the
position and traking algorithms. The validation of bloking also is inluded in
this setion.
8.3.1. The Sunshape
To validate the various sunshapes, an imaging heliostat (paraboloid with a foal
length of 100 m) is used to ast an image of the sun onto a target positioned at
the heliostat's foal length. The four images below are for a pillbox, a Gaussian,
a Buie, and a random user-dened sunshape.
The ux maps of the dierent sunshapes were developed by disretizing the
target into a ne grid. The number of rays whih hits in eah ell as well as the
ontribution of ux of eah ray is tallied.
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Figure 8.6: Fluxmap of various sunshapes
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The total power inident on eah target in Figure 8.6 is the same, although
the distribution of power is dierent. The Gaussian sunshape in Figure 8.6 shows
a higher ux value at the entre, but redues signiantly further away from the
entre when ompared to Figure 8.6a. Although Figure 8.6g does not represent
any real sunshape, it has been inluded to demonstrate the ability of SUNRAY to
parse any user-dened sunshape le. The band of lower ux in Figure 8.6e is due
to the 40% irumsolar radiation.
The Buie sunshape is dened using a disrete number of points. It is advisable
to use a larger number of points when dening a user-dened sunshape as this will
ensure a better urve tting. In Figure 8.6e a resolution of 0.1 mrad is used and
the results show that this produes the orret sunshape. However, an indepth
investigation between simulation time and resolution is out of sope of this thesis.
The results in Figure 8.6 show that eah sunshape in SUNRAY follows the
orret distribution.
8.3.2. Traking and Solar Position
For the validation of dual-axis traking, two heliostats, plaed at random positions
around a target, are simulated. The test evaluates whether the heliostat reets
sunlight orretly onto the target for various hours of the day. The test presented
here is for SE traking at two-hour inrements over a 14 hour period, as shown in
Figure 8.7.
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Figure 8.7: Traking of the sun over 14 hours
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Figure 8.8 shows the superposition of the hit points on the target due to the
two heliostats at midday. Similar images have been aptured for the other time
intervals and it was found that the reeted images of eah heliostat remain on the
target for the entire day. This shows orret implementation of the SE traking
algorithm.
Figure 8.8: Hit points on target
In addition to traking, this test also validates the orret implementation of
the SOLPOS algorithm into SUNRAY. Using a third-party ode an introdue
possible bugs into SUNRAY, but the SOLPOS ode has been developed by a
reputable soure (NREL, 2000) and it was felt that the C soure ode ould be
safely implemented without aeting the integrity of SUNRAY. This test has also
been used to validate bloking, an important feature in ray traing.
8.3.3. Bloking
In Figure 8.8, there are no hit points for Heliostat 1 on the lower right orner
of the target. This is beause rays originating from Heliostat 1 were bloked by
Heliostat 2. Figure 8.9a provides a view of the two heliostats from just next to the
target. The red points are the origins of the rays whih hit the target and the blue
points are the hit points on the heliostats. Due to bloking, no rays whih hit the
target originate from the lower left orner of Heliostat 1. Figure 8.9b is provided
as a visualisation of the bloked rays hitting the bak of Heliostat 2.
This test also validates SUNRAY's ability to orretly determine whih side of
the objet the rays have interseted. This an be observed by the fat that the
rays whih hit the bak of Heliostat 2 are not re-reeted.
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(a) Origins of rays whih hit the target (b) Rays being bloked by seond heliostat
Figure 8.9: Bloking of two heliostats
8.4. Material
This setion tests various materials available in SUNRAY.
8.4.1. Speularity
The eets of various speularity errors are illustrated with four at heliostats in
Figure 8.10. One again, one optis have been used to determine the maximum
size of the image ast onto the target. The mirrors are orientated at 45◦ relative
to the horizontal plane and loated 100 m from the target. The sun is modelled
as a pillbox sunshape with a 0.00465 rad subtend angle and is diretly overhead.
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Figure 8.10: Speularity errors
In Figure 8.10 a larger beam-spread is observed for mirrors with larger σ er-
rors. Comparing Figures 8.10b and 8.10 shows how slope errors make a greater
ontribution to beam-spread ompared to speularity errors. Interestingly, there
are some rays whih are not ontained within the borders. This is due to the
underlying Gaussian distribution. There is a 99.7% probability that a normally
distributed random number, ξ, will have a value between 0-3. To lamp the value
between the range 0-1, it is saled by ξ/3. The outliers represent approximately
0.3% of the rays whih have a value greater than 3σslope.
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To quantify the number of outliers, the same simulation is repeated 50 times.
It was found that the average number of rays whih do not fall within the borders
is in the order of 0.3%.
8.4.2. Reetane
The reetane of various materials is illustrated in the ux maps in Figure 8.11.
In the gure four imaging heliostats with a foal length of 100 m eah and a
onstant speular BRDF are simulated.
Figure 8.11 demonstrates that SUNRAY adequately simulates the reeted
ux. For eah material the relative dierene in the simulated and analytial
value of reeted ux is no more than of no more than 0.53%. For example using
a reetane of 0.5, the total power on the target is just over half that for a perfet
reetor (the image at the upper left orner).
Figure 8.11: The reetane of four heliostats using a onstant speular BRDF
8.4.3. Fresnel Reetion and Real Materials
Three polished (ontaining no speularity errors) materials have been simulated
in Figure 8.12. These are silver (Ag), opper (Cu), and duralumin, an aluminium-
opper alloy. The average value for the refrative index and absorption oeient
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between the red and blue wavelengths has been used for this simulation. The
heliostats have been positioned at 22.5
◦
to the inident rays.
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Figure 8.12: Fresnel reetion from four non-imaging heliostats rotated at 10◦
The results in Figure 8.12 illustrate how SUNRAY an be used to simulate
reetion o real surfaes.
8.5. Comparative Tests
The validation of various features of SUNRAY has, thus far, been tested in iso-
lation. This setion tests the ombination of the various features of SUNRAY.
For these tests there is no losed-form analyti solution and thus, to quantify the
results the two test ases are ompared with the validated ray traers, Tonatiuh
and SolTrae.
The following test is an example of how SUNRAY an be applied in researh
projets at STERG.
8.5.1. SolTrae: Total Power and Simulation Time
In a study on CSP reeivers, Kretzshmar (2013) onstruted a saled-down he-
liostat eld on the solar roof laboratory at STERG, depited in Figure 8.13a.
Using the same parameters, the simulation is run in both SolTrae and SUNRAY,
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illustrated in Figure 8.13b. Atmospheri attenuation, traking errors, and Fres-
nel reetion are not inluded in the simulation as these annot be modelled in
SolTrae.
(a) Saled down heliostat eld
(b) SUNRAY simulation
Figure 8.13: Simulation of a mini-heliostat eld
Kretzhmar's study is primarily foused on the total inident power on the
reeiver aperture and therefore in this validation test, only the total power is
reorded and not the ux distribution. The results as well as the time of the
simulations are tabulated in Table 8.2.
SolTrae SUNRAY Dierene
Total Power on Target 880.453 kW 879.662 kW 0.09%
Total Rays Traed 2 700 137 2 700 000 -
Total Time 79.309 s 68.82 s ×1.152
(28.79s for trae) (×2.7547)
Table 8.2: Comparison with SolTrae and SUNRAY
Table 8.2 shows that, on average, SUNRAY and SolTrae have very similar
results, with a relative dierene of less than 0.1% with regard to total power.
Comparing the times of the simulation, it is observed that using a single pro-
essor and a similar number of rays, the exeution time of SUNRAY is less than
that of SolTrae. For SUNRAY, this time inludes the initial build phase as well
as the time take to write the results to a CSV le.
Currently the funtion whih writes the results to CSV is ineient and makes
the greatest ontribution to the simulation time. The time it takes for just the
ray traing loop to exeute in SUNRAY, is only 28.79 s, whih is almost a third
of the time for the same simulation run in SolTrae. This suggests that SUNRAY
has simulation times omparable to, if not better than, SolTrae.
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8.5.2. Tonatiuh: Image formation
In a validation study of Tonaituh against SolTrae, Blano (2009) simulated the
Eurodish. The Eurodish was again used by Roia et al. (2012) to validate and
ompare Solfast to Tonatiuh and SolTrae. It is possible to perform a diret om-
parison between SUNRAY and Tonatiuh as the model of the Eurodish is available
for download (Mutuberria, 2009). This is an important validation test as a om-
parison an be performed between both the total power and the distribution of the
hit points. Using the same parameters as in (Mutuberria, 2009), the Eurodish is
simulated in SUNRAY, Tonatiuh (Version 1.2.6) and SolTrae (Version 2012.3.28).
Figure 8.14a is a visualisation of the Eurodish in SUNRAY.
The results for the total power on the reeiver are tabulated in Table 8.3 and
show that SUNRAY and Tonatiuh ompare well, with a relative dierene in mag-
nitude of less than 0.5%.
Total Power on the Target
Tonatiuh 56 685.7 kW
SUNRAY 56 459.0 kW
Dierene 0.4%
Table 8.3: Total power on Eurodish reeiver
A plot of the radial distribution of rays on the reeiver is provided in Fig-
ure 8.14b. Again, SUNRAY ompares well to Tonatiuh and SolTrae, with a
maximum relative dierene of no more than 3%. Solfast ould not be obtained
an so a diret omparison has not been performed. However, sine the results of
the simulation with Tonatiuh and SolTrae are similar to SUNRAY and the re-
sults of the Solfast for the Eurodish simulation are quoted to be no more than 5%
(Roia et al., 2012), it is likely that SUNRAY will have results similar to Solfast
in suh a simulation.
(a) Eurodish visualization
(b) Radial distribution of hit points on the Eu-
rodish reeiver
Figure 8.14: Eurodish simulation
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8.6. Aeleration Tehniques
The preeding tests have suessfully validated the ore funtions of SUNRAY.
Expanding on those, this setion tests three aeleration tehniques in SUNRAY.
8.6.1. View Grid
The simulation disussed in this setion illustrates the eieny of the method for
ray propagation. In the rst simulation 1500 at 1 m×1 m retangular heliostats,
plaed in a golden-ratio spiral, are simulated on a arbitary summer morning, as
depited in Figure 8.15. Two simulations with 2× 106 rays are traed. In the rst
simulation a multiplying fator of mvg = 0 (i.e., no View Grid) is used. In the
seond simulation a multiplying fator of mvg = 19 is used. The simulation is run
with the Grid swithed o. The results are provided in Table 8.4.
Figure 8.15: Goldenratio eld layout
Table 8.4 indiates that for mvg = 19 not all the rays have been traed. This is
beause SUNRAY has distributed the rays evenly among the View Grid ells and
the remaining rays have not been generated. What the table shows is that even
though less rays have been traed, 3.954 times more rays have interseted objets
ompared to mvg = 0.
When omparing simulation times, the total time formvg = 19 is longer than for
mvg = 0. This is beause rays whih interset objets have a higher omputational
overhead ompared to missed rays. Moreover, the omputational ost of testing
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ray-objet intersetion typially overshadows all other operations. In omparison,
the time spent setting up the View Grid is negligible ompared to the total running
time.
mvg Total rays Total interseted Total simulation Time spent setting
traed rays time [s℄ up View Grid
0 2 000 000 33 953 10.341 -
19 1 771 652 134 250 13.614 0.438
Equiv. 7 907 990 134 250 40.89 -
Table 8.4: Simulation results for goldenratio eld layout
The nal row of Table 8.4 shows how many rays need to be propogated, as
well as the simulation time if an equivalent number of rays (134 250 rays) interset
objets if the View Grid is swithed o. These results indiate that the View Grid
substantially dereases omputational time (by a fator of four in this simulation).
It was found that it is favourable to hoose a large value for mvg. With a larger
multiplying fator, the ells of the View Grid are ner, whih ensures that fewer
rays are wasted. The extra omputational ost of subdividing the View Grid into
more ells is negligible when ompared to the redution in omputational osts of
missed rays.
Beause the method for ray propagation is unique to SUNRAY, it had to be
omprehensively tested. The test ase presented here has been hosen as a fair
representation of a typial simulation, in that the heliostats are not too densely
or sparsely paked. However, in all the test simulations run with the View Grid
a redution in omputation time is always observed. This highlights the value of
the proposed method for ray propagation.
One possible issue, whih was disovered when developing the View Grid, is
illustrated in Figure 8.16. In the gure a simple at heliostat has been simulated
with 106 rays and with various values for mvg. The number of rays traed, the
number of rays whih have hit objets, and the fration of generated rays whih
hit the heliostat have been plotted.
In the gure two troughs are observed at mvg = 300 and at mvg = 400. These
troughs our beause at these values the total number of rays to be traed annot
be equally distributed among all the ative ells. This aets the number of rays
whih atually hit the target. However, this situation is still better than when
no View Grid is used (from Figure 8.16, when mvg = 0, only about 34% of the
generated rays interset the heliostat). To ensure that all rays are traed SUNRAY
selets the largest possible value for mvg, while still ensuring an even distribution
of rays.
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Figure 8.16: Simple sene with various values for the View Grid multiplying fator
An inherent advantage of using the View Grid is that rays are evenly distributed
aross the View Plane, as indiated in Figure 8.17. This is similar to the Jittered
sampling pattern desribed by Shirley & Marshner (2009). Figure 8.17 demon-
strates two potential problems if a purely randomly distribution is used (mvg = 0).
When purely random distribution is used no rays are generated in the upper left
orner and a luster of rays are generated in the lower right orner. In omparison
when mvg = 50 a muh more even distribution is observed. These lusters and
open spaes an introdue errors in the alulation. For this reason pure random
sampling is often avoided in graphial ray traers.
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Figure 8.17: Distribution of rays on the View Plane for mvg = 50 and mvg = 0
8.6.2. Grid
The validation ase for the Grid presented here is of a eld of heliostats plaed
in a random, nominally irular arrangement around a tower. The total area has
been xed and therefore the size of the Grid remains onstant. The View Grid has
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been swithed o and a Grid multiplying fator of m = 2 is used. The results are
presented in Table 8.5.
Number of Heliostats With Grid [s℄ Without Grid [s℄ Speed up
40 0.72100 1.49258 2.07015
180 0.96634 13.99987 14.487406
400 1.3300 32.432 24.330
800 2.347 75.862 32.310183
1 600 2.923 151.318 51.768
10 000 6.359 1 730.61 272.151
Table 8.5: Performane inrease using the Grid with 106 rays and m = 2
Table 8.5 shows that a substantial speed inrease is obtained with the Grid.
Without using the Grid, the time for the simulation is linearly proportional to the
number of objets. In stark ontrast, the Grid provides approximately a O log(n)
inrease in speed in most ases.
8.6.3. PRNR
The PRNR method was validated using a wide variety of test ases. The validation
disussed in this setion was published in a paper at the 2013 SolarPaes onferene
(Luthman, Groenwald & Bode, 2013), and is for a simulation performed on a
heliostat eld layout designed by Luthman (2013). This validation test ase also
serves as a seond example of the appliations and benets of SUNRAY for researh
projets.
For Luthman's researh an optimisation ode for a entral reeiver eld layout
was developed. SUNRAY was used to help validate the auray of Luthman's
ode by running a number of detailed simulations at spei times. One of these
time intervals is presented here.
The simulation is for an optimised Planta Solar 10 (PS10) eld layout (Mills,
2004), illustrated in Figure 8.18. In the simulation 624 retangular imaging he-
liostats (with a foal length equal to the distane to the reeiver) were simulated
on an arbitrary winter day with a DNI value of 1 000W/m2, a Buie sunshape with
CR=20%, a Vittitoe-Biggs atmospheri attenuation model, a perfet speular re-
etion oeient of kr = 0.89 and a σcombined = 0.95.
To test the PRNR method, the target was disretized into a grid of 20×20 ells
(eah ell equal to 0.7 m×0.7 m). The simulation was run twie with 20 000 rays.
A tolerable error of 100 kW per ell or about 0.2% total interseted power of the
PS10 plant at design point, was hosen.
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(a) PS10 optimised layout
(b) PS10 layout
Figure 8.18: The PS10 plant, Spain (Abeinsa, 2013)
The power, whih is alulated from the number of ray hits per ell, and error,
whih is alulated from Equation (7.14), are illustrated in Figure 8.19. Numerous
ells in Figure 8.19b have an error whih exeeds 100 kW with maximum error
being 953.98 kW.
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Figure 8.19: The power on the target running the simulation twie with 20 000
rays
Beause the maximum error exeeds the tolerable error, SUNRAY automat-
ially omputes the required number of rays using Equation (7.15). The total
number of rays required to redue the maximum error below the tolerable error,
with a 98% ondene, was alulated to be m =320 850 rays. To substantiate
this, the results of a simulation run with m/2 rays is presented in Figure 8.20.
In the gure the error in all ells is below the required 100 kW with a maximum
error of only 50.737 kW. This validates that the PRNR method does indeed predit
the required number of rays.
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Figure 8.20: The power on the target running the simulation twie with 160 425
rays
A breakdown of the simulation times is provided in Table 8.6. The table shows
that the time it takes to alulate the required number of rays is a fration of the
total simulation time. This shows that the simulation time is still proportional to
the number of rays and, therefore, by traing the minimum required number of
rays, the simulation runs in the shortest possible time.
Simulation number Simulation time [s℄ Perentage
First initial simulation 3.221 10.66%
Seond initial simulation 2.873 9.15%
Calulate error in eah ell and m 0.002 0.01%
Final simulation 24.120 79.83%
Total simulation time 30.216 100%
Table 8.6: Simulation times for the PS10 validation ase
8.7. Experimental Validation
The nal stage in the validation proedure is to validate SUNRAY against real
data. Several experimental validation tests were onduted over a number of days
and in various weather onditions. The experiment is for three dierent heliostat
proles designed by Landman (2013). A desription of the experimental design,
proedure, and apparatus is provided in Appendix F. Only three of the most
illustrative tests are presented here.
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8.7.1. Image and Flux Sensor Correlation
The rst test was onduted in order to orrelate the sensor reading to that of the
images aptured. This was done by fousing the entroid of the image, whih has
been reeted from the heliostat, onto the sensor. Then, the image was allowed to
drift o the sensor due to the movement of the sun. Images were aptured at two
seond intervals. The images were alibrated to ux sensor readings by saling
them aording to the maximum and the minimum (null) measured ux value.
The ux values from the sensor and those derived from the alibrated images were
then plotted on the same set of axes, as shown in Figure 8.21.
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Figure 8.21: Flux sensor readings and alibrated image readings
Figure 8.21 shows that the ux values obtained from the sensor and images
orrelate well at the image entroid. This is true until approximately 4000 W/m
2
,
where the results begin to deviate. Below 4000 W/m
2
a disrepany in the results
of up to 50% is observed. The results orrelate again at the null value.
The disrepany in the results indiates that the light reeted o the target
is not linearly salable with the amera images at low ux values. This is most
likely due to the target not being a perfet Lambertian surfae.
In order to orret the disrepanies a orretive funtion ould be alulated.
However, it was found that disrepanies at low ux levels are too irregular and no
orretive funtion ould be found. The experiment is still adequate to determine
ux and total power on the target at higher ux values.
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8.7.2. Image Formation
The seond test ase presented here is of a mirror whih had been purposefully
deformed in order to test whether SUNRAY is apable of resolving the orret
ux map. The deformed mirror was sanned using a Coordinate Measurement
Mahine (CMM). SUNRAY has a funtion whih onverts sanned data from the
CMM to PLY le format. The results of both the ray traing simulation and
experiment are illustrated in Figure 8.22
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(a) Experimental image formation
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Figure 8.22: Shape test ux map
Comparing the two images in Figure 8.22, it an be seen that SUNRAY aptures
the apparent shape and orientation well. Two distint areas of higher ux an be
observed in both images although the area of ux on the left-hand side of the ray
traed image is less than that of the experimental image. Moreover, the area of
higher ux is slightly more on the right-hand side for both images. This may be
due to inorret measurement of the orientation of the target and heliostat in the
experiment. Additional fators suh as the deformation of the mirror aused by
gravity or deformation during transit from the CMM ould have an inuene on
the result.
8.7.3. Total Power on Target
The nal test determines the total reeted ux on the target. For the experiment
the total power on the target is alulated by integrating the the ux map obtained
from the amera image depited in Figure 8.23a.
The simulation was run in SUNRAY with 2 × 106 rays, a Buie sunshape
(CRS=20%), a reetion of oeent of 0.89, the Vittoe-Biggs lear sky model
for atmospheri attenuation, and a DNI value of 920 W/m
2
. The total power of
the target was alulated as 528.80 W. From the experiment the total power on
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the target alulated from the amera image to be 538.19 W. This value has al-
ready been adjusted to aount for a Diuse Horizontal Irradiane (DHI) value of
123.63 W/m
2
(University, 2013). This is a relative dierene of only 1.74% betwen
experiment and SUNRAY whih indiates a good orrelation between the two.
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Figure 8.23: Reetion test
The peak ux from the amera image was alulate to be 7 334 W/m
2
. The
peak ux from SUNRAY (disretizing the target into 1 m×1 m bins) was 7 790.91W/m2.
Here, the relative dierene is 6.23%, whih is higher than that of the total power
but still shows very good orrelation. The higher dierene may again be due to
inorret measurement of the heliostat and target alignment.
8.8. Conlusions
The fundamental features of SUNRAY have been tested in this hapter. In eah
validation ase SUNRAY fullled all of the objetives with satisfatory results,
thus demonstrating orret algorithmi and programming implementation of these
features.
The ase presented in this hapter for the ray propagation tehnique showed a
fator of four inrease in time, ompared to not using a View Grid. The validating
ase for the PRNR method demonstrates the appliation of SUNRAY in an atual
researh projet onduted at STERG. It showed that, for the optimised PS10
eld layout, the PRNR method is able to orretly predit the required number of
rays for the sene with the simulation time redued to less than a minute. In the
experimental validation, the simulated results showed good orrelation with the
experimental results.
The following, onluding hapter disusses some of the main ndings from this
thesis.
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9. CONCLUSIONS
This thesis ontributes to the eld of CSP researh, by developing a Monte Carlo
ray traer for solar thermal systems. SUNRAY has been developed for use within
STERG to aid in researh and evaluation of the optis of CSP systems, in par-
tiular, entral reeiver systems and the SUNSPOT yle. To demonstrate the
operational range of SUNRAY a seletion of the most relevant algorithms and fea-
tures of SUNRAY have been presented in this thesis. These have been extensively
validated through numerous simulations. This hapter begins with a brief sum-
mary of SUNRAY's apabilites followed by the onusions a key ndings of this
thesis. Finally some reommendations for future work are provided.
9.1. Summary of SUNRAY
SUNRAY is apable of simulating a variety of CSP systems due to its aurate
desription of the sun, numerous geometri objets, various materials, and ael-
eration tehniques whih have been inorporated. These omponents are briey
summarised below.
The Sun. The orret desription of the sun is important for a ray traer used in
CSP researh. There are four sunshapes programmed into SUNRAY. Among these
are the Buie model, whih was developed from atual solar observations, and the
user-dened model, whih simplies dening a new sunshape for a user unfamiliar
with Monte Carlo methods. Three traking methods have also been inluded in
SUNRAY. These simplify setting up a sene as a user does not need to input the
orientation of the olletors.
Geometri Objets. A number of geometri objets have been programmed into
SUNRAY. These represent the majority of the basi shapes whih an be found
in CSP systems. Real mirror surfae proles are simulated using sanned mirror
data and TINS.
Materials and BRDF. There are two ways in whih a ray an be reeted in
SUNRAY. The rst is the ideal perfet speular reetion model. The seond,
more aurate model, has been based on the SolarPACES guidelines for solar ma-
terials and the physially aurate Fresnel equations. SUNRAY also models the
spetral distribution of the reeted ux.
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Aeleration Tehniques Four aeleration tehniques have been implemented
in SUNRAY, namely the Grid, bounding boxes, the method for ray propagation,
and the Predit the Required Number of Rays algorithm. Aeleration tehniques
are vital for rapid simulations and without them simulation times for SUNRAY
would have been prohibitively long.
9.2. Summary of the Key Findings and
Contributions
Reviewing the available optial odes aorded the opportunity to identify features
of these odes whih ould be improved on. Inorporating these into SUNRAY
dierentiates it from the other odes and allows it to be used in a greater num-
ber of researh areas. Furthermore, the literature review onduted for this study
is urrently one of the most up to date reviews of CSP optial tools. The ex-
tended literature review on optial CSP odes was presented at the 2012 SASEC
onferene (Bode & Gauhé, 2012).
By developing a new, unique ray traing program, it was possible to reate a
program whih is exible enough to assist in a range of CSP simulations while
remaining robust enough to be extended in future researh. Future development
of SUNRAY an ontribute to the apaity of understanding in ray traing at
STERG.
Writing the program in C++ allowed for eient memory management and
good struturing of the algorithms and routines. This provided signiant im-
provement in the exeution time of the ode. Simulating a saled-down heliostat
eld test rig at STERG it was found that the exeution time of SUNRAY had a
15% inrease in speed ompared to that of the proven solar ray traer, SolTrae,
with a dierene in results of only 0.09%. Similarily, the relative dierene for
total power on the Eurodish reeiver between SUNRAY and another proven ray
traer, Tonatiuh, was only 0.4% with a dierene of no more than 3% for the ux
distribution on the reeiver.
It was found that the inrease in speed and the redution in simulation time
gained from the various aeleration methods were far greater than the time it
took for SUNRAY to implement these methods. For example View Grid provided
a fator of four inrease in simulation time whereas the setting up the View Grid
represented only 1% of the total simulation time.
Inorporating physially aurate models in SUNRAY, for example the Buie
sunshape and Fresnel reetion, allows for more aurate simulations and for the
simulation of real CSP systems.
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TINS and PLY les enabled SUNRAY to handle real 3D sanned data, and
thus making it possible to simulate real CSP systems. This was demonstrated
through the experimental validation of SUNRAY using heliostat proles designed
at STERG.
Two novel algorithms have been proposed in this projet. The rst is a method
for ray propagation where the rays are only generated above objets in the sene
and not over the entire sene. This redues the number of ineetive rays, whih
inreases the auray and redues the simulation time of SUNRAY. The seond
algorithm predits the required number of rays for a simulation. The algorithm
an enhane the usability of ray traing, allowing it to be aessible to a wider
eld of researh, whih may ultimately inrease the researh output for CSP. This
algorithm was published in the proeedings of the double peer reviewed 2013 So-
larPACES paper (Bode et al., 2013).
SUNRAY has been used to help validate a eld optimization ode developed at
STERG. Results from the optimised PS10 eld layout were published in a seond
paper at the 2013 SolarPACES onferene (Luthman et al., 2013).
9.3. Reommendations for Implementation and
Future Work
Ray traing is an ative eld of researh and futher development of the SUNRAY
an, for example, investigate alternate aeleration tehniques, advaned shape
handling for novel heliostat designs, new traking algorithms or the eets of spe-
tral distributions. Continued use and development of SUNRAY will inrease the
operational range of SUNRAY and help ensure that it remains up to standard.
The following have been identied as key features whih will enourage use and
implementation of SUNRAY.
1. Design a user-friendly interfae.
2. Implement parallel programming. This will ensure faster running time of the
ode and may also allow for optimisation algorithms to be inorperated.
3. Implement Transpareny. It is suggested that transpareny be implemented
through BRDF lass. Similar to a surfae's BRDF, whih desribes the
amount of ux reeted o a surfae, the amount of ux transmitted through
a material is given by the Bidiretional Transmittane Distribution Funtion
(BTDF) (Shirley & Marshner, 2009)
4. Develop an internal visualisation routine for SUNRAY. This will ensure that
CSV les do not have to be exported and will also have a signiant im-
provement of the speed of the simulations.
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A. MONTE CARLO METHODS
Monte Carlo methods and random numbers are used throughout SUNRAY. This
appendix provides some bakground theory to Monte Carlo integration and ran-
dom numbers.
A.1. Bakground Theory
One-Dimensional Continuous Probability Density Funtions
The probability density funtion is a funtion whih desribes the relative likeli-
hood for a random variable, x, to take on a given value. The probability for a
random variable to fall within a partiular interval, [a, b], is given by the integral
of that variable's Probability Density Funtion (pdf) over the interval (Fleet &
Hertzmann, 2009)
P [x0 ≤ x ≤ x1] =
∫ x1
x0
p(x)dx (A.1)
Any real-valued funtion, p(x), that satises the following equation is a valid pdf
(Lyman Ott, 1988).
p(x) ≤ 0 for all x (A.2a)∫ ∞
−∞
p(x)dx = 1 (A.2b)
As an example, the anonial random variable's pdf is onstant (Setion A.2).
Thus, the probability density fun tion for ξ is
p(ξ) =
{
1 if 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1
0 otherwise
(A.3)
One-Dimensional Cumulative Density Funtion
The Cumulative Density Funtion (df) desribes the probability that a real-valued
random variable with a given probability distribution will be found at a value less
than or equal to x (Shirley & Marshner, 2009). For a ontinuous funtion, the
df is the area under the probability density funtion.
Fc(x) =
∫ x
−∞
p(u)du (A.4)
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One-Dimensional Expeted Value
The average value that a real funtion, f , of a random variable with underlying
pdf, p, will take on is the expeted value (Shirley & Wang, 1992). For a one-
dimensional random variable, this is dened as
E(f(x)) =
∫
f(x)p(x)dx (A.5)
The mean, µ, of a distribution, p(x), is the expeted value of that distribution. For
example, given a set of N independent and identially distributed (iid) random
variables, whih share a ommon density, the mean is the sum of these variables,
divided by the number of the variables (Shirley, 2003).
µ ≈ Ex ≈ 1
N
N∑
i=1
xi (A.6)
The estimate beomes more aurate as N inreases.
A.1.1. Monte Carlo Integration
Beause the expeted value an be expressed as an integral, Equation (A.5), it
is thus possible to express the integral as a sum, Equation (A.6). For the one-
dimensional integral
∫
f(x)dx, given set of uniform random variables xi, the Monte
Carlo Estimator is given as (Shirley & Morley, 2003)
E(f(x)) =
∫
f(x)p(x)dx ≈ 1
N
N∑
i=1
f(xi) (A.7)
To approximate a single funtion, g(x), rather than a produt, it is possible to
substitute g(x) = f(x)p(x) into the integrand.∫
g(x)dx ≈ 1
N
N∑
i=1
f(xi)
p(xi)
(A.8)
The advantage of Monte Carlo integration is that the number of samples, N , an
be arbitrarily hosen and is independent of the dimensionality of the integral.
The only restrition is that p(x) must be positive when f(x) is not zero (Kroese
et al., 2011). This is an extremely important step, beause it allows the integral in
Equation (A.8) to be solved by drawing random numbers from an arbitrary pdf.
This is known as importane sampling (Kroese et al., 2011).
Importane sampling exploits the fat that the estimator in Equation (A.8)
has a higher rate of onvergene, as the samples are taken from the distribution,
p(x), that is similar to the funtion f(x). Therefore, it is important to be able to
generate random variables from a given arbitrary distribution Chen (2005).
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A.2. Random Variable
Random numbers are used in many algorithms throughout SUNRAY. A random
number generator produes an innite set of random variables that are independent
and identially distributed aording to some distribution (Kroese et al., 2011).
When this distribution is on the interval (0, 1), the generator is said to be a uniform
random number generator. A uniform random number, alled a anonial random
variable, ξ , takes on all the values in the domain [0,1) with equal probability(Pharr
& Humphreys, 2010).
Canonial random variables are important in ray traing as they are easy to
generate and are used to generate samples from arbitrary distributions (Prob-
lem 1, Setion 3.2). However, an innite sequene of random numbers is only
a mathematial onept. The best that an be ahieved in reality is a sequene
of pseudo-random numbers with statistial properties that are almost indistin-
guishable from a true sequene (Robert & Casella, 2004). Many pseudo-random
number generator (PRNG) algorithms have been developed with varying degrees
of speed, eieny, and theoretial support. The majority of these algorithms re-
quire an initial input (seed) value. The mark of a good random number generator
is that it is reproduible, in that it is able to produe the same sequene of random
numbers, given the same seed value (Kroese et al., 2011). The random number
generator used in SUNRAY is the Mersenne Twister
1
(Matsumoto & Nishimura,
1998), whih has been speially optimised for Monte Carlo methods.
A.2.1. Random Number Generation
Generating a random vetor, x, from an arbitrary distribution in the real spae,
R, ommonly involves two steps (Kroese et al., 2011):
1. First draw uniform random variables ξ1, . . . , ξk for some k = 1, 2, . . . ;and
2. Then x = F (x1, . . . , xk), where F is some funtion
There are a number of methods for generating random variables from a given
probability. Some of these methods are exat, in that eah generated random
variable has exatly the required distributions (Kroese et al., 2011), and others are
only approximate generation methods, suh as a Markov hain (Winkler, 2003).
Approximate methods are used when it is diult or impossible to ahieve exat
1
The Mersenne Twister is the default random number generator used in programs suh as
MATLAB and Python. However, it has only relatively reently (2011) been inorporated in
C++. Compilers developed before 2011 may need library extensions suh as the TR1 (Austern,
2005) to run SUNRAY.
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solutions. Methods have even been developed to generate random variables from
a disrete distribution.
One of the proedures for exat random variable generation is known as the in-
verse transform method or funtion inversion (Kroese et al., 2011). The algorithm
is given in (Pharr & Humphreys, 2010):
1. Compute the df Fc(x)
2. Compute the inverse F−1c (x)
3. Draw uniform random variables ξ1
4. Compute xi = F
−1
c (ξ1)
Funtion inversion has been used throughout SUNRAY. An example of how it
has been used to generate random numbers aording to a given sunshape is given
in Appendix B.1.3.
A very important statistial distribution is the a Gaussian Normal distribution.
However, there is no losed-form inversion for the Gaussian distribution funtion
(Goodman, 2005). The elebrated Box-Muller transformation overomes this by
using a polar oordinate transformation (Box & Muller, 1958).
A.2.2. Box-Muller
The Box-Muller approah takes two uniform random variables and returns two
independent standard normal variables.
Z1 =
√
−2 ln ξ1 cos(2πξ2)
Z2 =
√
−2 ln ξ1 sin(2πξ2)
(A.9)
A dierent approah for Gaussian sampling is based on a Monte Carlo method
alled aeptane-rejetion. Marsaglia & Bray (1964) developed this method to
avoid using trigonometri funtions whih an be omputationally expensive. How-
ever, beause most modern omputer systems have trigonometri funtions in their
instrution sets, the Box-Muller equations an be eiently exeuted in SUNRAY
(Ganssie, 2004).
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B. THE SUN
In this appendix, the three options for dening the sun's position are desribed.
Then, the derivation of the pillbox sunshape is provided, as well as the three
traking transformation matries (the order of transformations) and the formulas
for single-axis traking.
B.1. Sun Position
The simplest way for a user to dene the sun's position is to expliitly dene
the (x, y, z) omponents of a vetor pointing towards the sun, the Sun Vetor
(SUNRAY onverts it to a unit vetor). However, a user may not always know
the oordinates of the sun's position. Therefore, there are two other methods for
determining the sun vetor, either by dening the azimuth and altitude angles or
by alulating the sun's position from the geographial position of the heliostats
and the time of the simulation.
B.1.1. Sun's Azimuth and Altitude Angles
The geometri relationship between a olletor at any arbitrary orientation relative
to the earth and the sun an be dened in terms of several angles as desribed in
(Due & Bekman, 2006). However, dening the sun's position from a oordinate
system based at the point of observation an be done with just two angles: the
solar altitude angle, α, and the solar azimuth angle, A (Stine & Harrigan, 1986).
Figure B.1 illustrates the sign onvention for these angles.
Sx = − cosα cosA
Sy = − cosα sinA
Sz = sinα
(B.1)
To maintain onsisteny with the ane transformational matries (Appendix C.2),
SUNRAY denes the azimuth angle using the right-hand rule: due North is zero
and is positive in the ounter-lokwise diretion. This is in ontrast to the on-
ventional lokwise rotation of the ardinal points.
For ray propagation (Setion 7.2) a transformation matrix is required, Msun,
whih tranforms a vetor pointing in the z diretion (of the world oordinate
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Figure B.1: The earth-surfae oordinate system for an observer at Q
system) to be parallel with the Sun Vetor. When dening the Sun Vetor using
azimuth and altitude angles, the transformation matrix is found from
Msun = [Rz(A)][Ry(α)] (B.2)
Where Ry(α) is rotation about the y-axis by α. Similarly Rz(A) is rotation about
the z-axis by A
If a user denes the sun's position by expliitly dening the Sun Vetor then
SUNRAY obtains the azimuth and altitude angles by rearranging Equation (B.1).
B.1.2. Sun Position Calulator
The third option for determining the sun vetor is to alulate it using the input
parameters of time and the geographial position of the olletor. Several algo-
rithms have been developed whih are apable of determining the sun's position.
Blano-muriel, Alaron-padilla & Lopez (2001) performed a review of the main
algorithms developed sine the 1960s and also proposed a new algorithm, namely
the PSA algorithm.
Sun position algorithms only work for a ertain time period, for example 2003-
2023 for the Solar Position and Intensity Algorithm 2.0 (SPA) (Grena, 2008), and
with various degrees of preision; for example, the Mihalsky (1988) algorithm has
an error of ±0.01◦.
In SUNRAY only one solar position algorithm has been implemented. The
algorithm hosen is the NREL Solar Position Algorithm (SOLPOS) algorithm
(NREL, 2000), whih has a maximum error of ±0.001◦ and is valid from 1950
to 2050. The SOLPOS algorithm was implemented in SUNRAY by adapting the
C soure ode available on the NREL website (NREL). The SOLPOS algorithm
is one of two algorithms available on the NREL website. The seond algorithm
is the SPA algorithm, whih has an unertainty of ±0.0003◦ between the years -
2000 to 6000 (Reda & Andreas, 2008).
The SOLPOS algorithm was hosen for reasons of simpliity. To alulate the
position of the sun, the SOLPOS algorithm only takes the parameters of time, time
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zone, and the latitudinal and longitudinal position of the olletor. In addition
to these, the SPA algorithm also takes the parameter ∆T . This is the dierene
between the earth's rotational time and the terrestrial time and is only derived
from observations (Reda & Andreas, 2008).
B.1.3. Pillbox
The following setion provides an example of how Monte Carlo methods are used
to derive the pillbox sunshape and the next setion derives the Bui sun shape. The
rst step to deriving the pillbox sunshape is to nd the solid angle one with apex
angle β, equal to the subtend angle of the pillbox sunshape. This is equal to the
area of the spherial ap of the one (see Figure 4.1)
A =
∫ 2pi
0
∫ β
0
sin θdθdφ
=
∫ 2pi
0
cos θ |β0 dφ
=
∫ 2pi
0
(1− cos β)dφ = 2π(1− cos β)
(B.3)
The pillbox has uniform sampling within the angle, β, whih means that its density
funtion is onstant, p(ω) = c. Furthermore, a density funtion must integrate to
one over its domain by using ∫
S∈
p(ω)dω = 1
(B.4)
Thus
c
∫
S∈
Adω = 1
c = p(ω) =
1
2π(1− cos β)
(B.5)
The density funtion of a sphere in polar oordinates is found in the same proedure
desribed in (Pharr & Humphreys, 2010). The density funtion with respet to θ
and φ is
p(θ, φ) = sin θp(ω) (B.6)
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Next, the marginal density funtion is required (see Pharr and Humphreys [2010℄
for a denition of marginal density funtion). This is found by integrating out φ
p(θ) =
∫ 2pi
0
p(θ, φ)dφ =
∫ 2pi
0
sin θ
2π(u)
dφ u = 1− cos β
=
sin θ
2π(u)
φ |2pi0
=
sin θ
u
(B.7)
The onditional density φ is thus
p(φ|θ) = p(θ, φ)
pθ
=
1
2π
(B.8)
Using 1D inversion to sample eah pdf
p(θ) =
∫ α
0
sin θ
u
dθ
=
1
u
(1− cos θ)
(B.9)
And
p(φ|θ) =
∫ φ
0
1
2π
dφ
=
φ
2π
(B.10)
And, nally, inverting Equation (B.9) and (B.10)
1
u
(1− cos θ) = ξ1
θ = arccos(1− ξ1(u))
(B.11)
and
φ
2π
= ξ2
φ = 2πξ2
(B.12)
B.1.4. User-Dened
A user-dened prole is dened for N values of radial displaement of equal size,
∆ = 1/N . The region of intensity starts and ends at points xi = i∆, where
i ∈ [0, 1]. (SUNRAY sales the distribution to t between the domain [0, 1], as
shown in Figure B.2).
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Figure B.2: Probability density funtion for a 1D disrete user-dened prole
Within eah region, the user-dened value funtion f(x) (intesity) is a onstant.
f(x) =


υ0 x0 ≤ x ≤ x1
υ0 x1 ≤ x ≤ x2
.
.
.
(B.13)
The integral of f(x) is the summation of the areas formed by eah step
c =
∫ 1
0
f(x)dx =
N−1∑
i=0
∆υi =
N−1∑
i=0
υi
N
(B.14)
The pdf of f(x) is f(x)/c. The df P (x) is a dened at points xi by
P (x0)) = 0
P (x1) =
∫ xi
x0
p(x)dx =
υ0
Nc
= P (x0) +
υ0
Nc
.
.
.
P (xi) = P (xi−1) +
υi−1
Nc
(B.15)
In order to sample the funtion, f(x), the df needs to be inverted, as shown in
Figure B.3, suh that
ξ =
∫ x
0
p(x′)dx′
= P (x)
(B.16)
Finally, beause the df is monotonially inreasing, the value for x must be
between xi and xi+1, suh that P (xi) ≤ ξ and ξ ≤ P (xi+1). Thus, with an array of
df values (alulated in Equation (B.15)), the pair of P (xi) values an be found
eiently with a binary searh.
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Figure B.3: Inversion of the user-dened prole
B.1.5. Buie
Buie et al. (2003b) show that the terrestrial solar ux distribution an be simulated
using
φ(θ)) =


cos(0.326θ)
cos(.308θ)
for θ ∈ R|0 ≤ θ ≤ 4.65 mrad
eκθγ for θ ∈ R|θ > 4.65 mrad
(B.17)
Where γ and κ are dened in terms of the CSR χ = Φcs/Φi.
γ = 2.2 ln(0.52χ)χ0.43 − 0.1 (B.18)
κ = 0.9 ln(13.5χ)χ−0.3 (B.19)
This equation is used in the User-Dened funtion in order to generate random
samples aording to the Buie sunshape prole.
B.2. Traking Transformations
For olletors to reet light onto the target, they have to be orretly aligned.
Therefore, the order for transformation is extremely important. The transfor-
mation matries for the two dual-axis traking methods have been derived for
SUNRAY and are provided below. This setion also disusses single-axis traking.
B.2.1. AE Transformation
For AE traking only two angular movements of the heliostat are required. First,
the objet is rotated about the y-axis by γAE and then about the z-axis by ρAE,
see Figure 4.2. The transformation matrix MAE is thus
MAE = [T ][Rz(ρAE)][Ry(γAE)][M ′] (B.20)
Where [M ′] is the transformation matrix due to any saling and/or shearing and
T is the translation matrix.
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B.2.2. SE Transformation
The oordinate transformation for SE traking is more omplex than for AE trak-
ing as there are two additional orientation transformations required to ensure that
the heliostat faes the target.
The order of transformation is rst the elevation movement of γSE about the
y-axis, then spinning of ρSE about the x-axis in the negative diretion, followed
by rotation of λSE about the y-axis and, nally, rotation about the z-axis by φ, as
illustrated in Figure 4.4. The omplete transformation matrix is given as
MAE = [T ][Rz(φSE)][Ry(λSE)][−Rx(ρSE)][Ry(γSE)][M ′] (B.21)
B.2.3. Single-Axis Traking
A single-axis olletor rotates about an axis of rotation, r, until the sun vetor and
the aperture normal are oplanar. If r is arbitrarily orientated and not ollinear
with an axis of the world oordinate system, then SUNRAY needs to perform a
series of oordinate transformations.
The steps for the derivation of single-axis traking in SUNRAY are similar to
those desribed in (Stine & Harrigan, 1986). The single-axis traking angle, ρSA,
about r is
ρSA = arctan
(
cosα sin(φSA − A)
sin(α− λSA) + sin λSA cosα[1− cosA− φSA]
)
(B.22)
Where φSA is the horizontal (x-y-plane) rotation of the olletor and λSA is the
tilt angle. The omplete transformation matrix is
MSA = [T ][Rz(λSA)][Rx(φSA)][M ′] (B.23)
For the single-axis onentrators SUNRAY allows the rotation axis of the olletor
axis to be rotated about any axis and at any orientation. However, in pratie
the rotation axis is usually aligned with a horizontal ardinal diretion (Stine &
Harrigan, 1986).
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C. GEOMETRIC OBJECTS
It is beyond the sope of this thesis to inlude the onstrution, intersetion tests,
and bounding routines for all objets in SUNRAY. For the quadratis, suh as
the one, ylinder, trough, and paraboloid the intersetion and bounding routines
are similar to the sphere as desribed in Chapter 5. The parametri and impliit
equations for these shapes an be found in ray traing books suh as (Hekbert,
1994) or (John, 2005). Similarly, for objets suh as diss, retangles, and boxes,
the intersetion and bounding routines have also been derived with the aid of
various ray traing literature.
In SUNRAY objets suh as the ylindrial reeiver and the multifaeted he-
liostat were onstruted as proof-of-onept of ompound objets. It should be
noted that these shapes are only indiative and do not represent any real reeiver
or heliostat design.
More omplex shapes, suh as the foused heliostats used in the PS10 simu-
lation (Setion 7.4) or a toroidial faet, were reated using the same intersetion
routines of other objets, exept they were trunated to form the required shape.
The foused heliostat was reated by `utting' a retangle out of a paraboli dish.
The Torodial Faet is similar to a Foused Heliostat, exept with the onstraint
that it has uneven saling in one diretion, thus forming two axes of urvature.
These are the sagittal and tangential planes for target-aligned (SE Traking) he-
liostats.
This appendix disusses one important shape, the triangle, whih has a dierent
intersetion routine than other shapes. In this appendix, ane transformations
are also disussed.
C.1. Triangles
In Setion 5.2, triangular meshes and PLY les are disussed. This setion dis-
usses the onstrution, bounding, and intersetion of triangles.
C.1.1. Triangle Constrution and Bounding
A triangle is dened by three points, a,b, and . To onstrut a triangle in
SUNRAY the user simply denes the (x, y, z) oordinates of these orners. By
onvention the points are dened in a ounter-lokwise order. The lower and
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upper oordinates of the bounding box are the minimum and maximum values of
the orner oordinates of the triangle, respetively.
C.1.2. Triangle Intersetion
If the orners of the triangle are not ollinear
1
they also dene a plane. A ommon
way to desribe a plane is to use baryentri oordinates (John, 2005).
p(α, β, γ) = αa + βb+ γ (C.1)
onstrained with
α+ β + γ = 1 (C.2)
For a point, p, inside the triangle, the oordinates (α, β, γ) satisfy the inequalities
0 < α < 1
0 < β < 1
0 < γ < 1
(C.3)
By substituting α = 1− β − γ into Equation (C.1), one variable an be elimi-
nated. Thus, a triangle is parameterised by two variables β andγ.
p(β, γ) = a + β(b− a) + γ(− a) (C.4)
The inequalities in Equation (C.3) then beome
0 < β < 1 (C.5a)
0 < γ < 1 (C.5b)
0 < β + γ < 1 (C.5)
For example when β = 0 Equation (C.4) beomes
p = a+ γ(− a) (C.6)
This is a straight line through a and b whih denes the γ-axis in Figure C.1.
Then, with the inequality 0 < β + γ < 1, Equation (C.6) denes the edge -a.
To test whether a ray hits a triangle, the equation of a ray, Equation (3.2), is
substituted into Equation (C.4).
o+ td = a + β(b− a) + γ(− a) (C.7)
1
SUNRAY tests if the points are ollinear and issues a warning if they are not
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Figure C.1: A triangle with origin at a within the (β,γ) oordinate system
There are three unknowns in Equation (C.7). To solve for them, Equation (C.7)
is broken up into its vetor form and rewritten as a standard linear equation
ax − bx ax − cx dxay − by ay − cy dy
az − bz az − cz dz



βγ
t

 =

ax − oxay − oy
az − oz


(C.8)
Using dummy variables for simpliity, Equation (C.8) an be represented by
a b ce f g
i j k



βγ
t

 =

dh
l


(C.9)
The solution to Equation (C.9) is found using Cramer's Rule desribed in (Butt,
2009)
β =
d(fk − gj) + b(gl − hk) + c(hj − fl)
a(fk − gj) + b(gi− ek) + c(ej − fi) (C.10a)
γ =
a(hk − gl) + d(gi− ek) + c(el − hi)
a(fk − gj) + b(gi− ek) + c(ej − fi) (C.10b)
t =
a(fl − hj) + b(hi− el) + d(ej − fi)
a(fk − gj) + b(gi− ek) + c(ej − fi) (C.10)
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For omputational eieny early-out tests are programmed into all objets. Early-
outs stop a ray-objet intersetion funtion if the ray has missed an objet. For
example, after β is alulated in Equation (C.10a), it is tested using the equality in
Equation (C.5a). If β < 0, the triangle hit funtion immediately exists, ensuring
no unneessary alulations.
C.2. Ane Transformations
Ane transformations preserve straight lines and ratios of points lying on straight
lines (Shirley & Marshner, 2009). The theory behind ane transformations is
overed in books on linear algebra, for example (Anton & Rorres, 2008). This
setion only overs details relevant to SUNRAY.
C.2.1. Transformations
All objets an be expliitly sized and plaed anywhere within the world oordinate
system. However, it is reommended, for simpliity and omputational speed, to
use instaning (Setion 5.4). When a sene is built all instane objets are plaed at
the origin of the world oordinate system. The user an then transform the objet
by saling, Sx,y,z; rotating, Rx,y,z(θ); shearing, Shx,y,z; and translating, Tx,y,z the
objet. For rotation, the axis of rotation is indiated by the subsript and the
positive diretion is taken as ounter-lokwise about the axis (right-hand rule).
For ease of use, SUNRAY was written so that all transformations our within
the world oordinate system. This, however, introdues an unavoidable omplexity,
whih is maintaining the orret order of the transformations.
C.2.2. Order of Transformations
An example of the ordering of transformations is illustrated in Figure C.2.
(a) (b)
()
(d)
(e)
Figure C.2: Ordering of transformations
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The objet in Figure C.2a undergoes one rotation and one translation. In the
rst senario, the objet is rst translated along the y-axis, Figure C.2b, and then
rotated about the z-axis, Figure C.2. In the seond senario the transformations
are applied in the opposite order, that is, rotation about the z-axis, Figure C.2d,
and translation along the y-axis, Figure C.2e. It an be seen from the gure that
a ompletely dierent result is obtained. This is due to the fat that generally
transformations do not ommutate, that is M1M2 6= M2M1 (John, 2005). It is
important that the user is aware of this when plaing objets in a simulation.
It is suggested that the general proedure when plaing objets in a sene is to
rst perform any saling, shearing, and rotation to the objet before translating it.
Following this order will ensure that the objets are always transformed orretly.
The traking formula in Setion 4.2 have been derived to ompensate for the fat
that transformations do not ommute.
6
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D. RADIOMETRY
This appendix fouses on the mathematial desription of the propagation and re-
etion of radiation throughout the eletromagneti spetrum, known as radiom-
etry (Modest, 2003). The following radiometri theory applies to eletromagneti
radiation aross the entire wavelength, but for brevity all onepts are disussed
with regard to light.
D.1. Spetral Distribution of Light
The amount of energy, q, arried by one photon with a wavelength, λ, is given by
q = 6.63 × 10−34c/λ. For a large olletion of photons grouped into an interval
∆λ, the spetral power, Qλ, is omputed by summing the energy of eah photon
(Modest, 2003). The Spetral Power Distribution (SPD) for the extraterrestrial
solar radiation is given in Figure D.1.
From the viewpoint of terrestrial appliations of solar energy, Due & Bekman
(2006) state that only the radiation of wavelengths between 290 nm and 2500 nm
need to be onsidered.
Figure D.1: Solar Spetral irradiane for dierent air mass values (Thekaekara,
1976)
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All real-world objets also have their own SPDs. Figure D.2 shows the spetral
distribution of reetane o the Alanod MIRO-SUN surfae. Representing a
SPD, like in Figure D.2, is often done with a basis funtion. Basis funtions
map the innite-dimensional spae of SPD funtions to a low-dimensional spae
of oeients, ci ∈ R (Pharr & Humphreys, 2010). The value of ci ould range
from 1, representing the average value of the entire SPD, to intervals in the order
of nano-meters (or smaller).
Figure D.2: Total spetral reetane of MIRO-SUN
®
(Alanod Solar, 2012)
For many solar ray traers, suh as in SolTrae and Tonatiuh, sunlight is mod-
elled with a single oeient. As SUNRAY is to be used in a researh institute, it is
possible that a user might require higher order spetral representation. Therefore,
SUNRAY has been written so that any basis funtion an be inluded. Currently,
light is represented by a triplet of oating point numbers. This represents the
traditional red, green, and blue spetrum, c3 = (R,G,B), but an equally be
onsidered as the ultraviolet, visible, and infrared spetrum.
D.2. Radiometri Quantities
There are four quantities that are entral to radiometry: radiant ux, irradi-
ane/radiant exitane, radiant intensity, and radiane.
Radiant Flux (Φ): Also known as power, radiant ux is the amount of energy
that passes through a surfae or region of spae per seond. It is measured in W
(Modest, 2003).
Irradiane (E) and Radiant Exitane (M): Radiant ux density is the radiant
ux per unit surfae area measured in W.m
−2
(Modest, 2003)
E = dΦ/dA (D.1)
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Irradiane is the ux density of ux arriving at a surfae and radiant exitane ux
density leaving a surfae (Siegel & Howell, 1992).
Radiant Intensity (I): Radiant intensity is the ux density per solid angle and
has the units W.m
−2.sr−1 (Modest, 2003).
Radiane (L): Radiane, an important radiometri property, is the ux density
per unit area, per unit solid angle (Suern, 2007)
L =
dΦ
dωdA⊥
(D.2)
Where dA⊥ is the projeted area of dA on a hypothetial surfae perpendiular
to the diretion of the (normalised) vetor ω. Radiane measures the radiant ux
from photons travelling down the one of inident's diretion of interest, dω, as
illustrated in Figure D.3. In the limit, where both dω and dA⊥ approah zero, the
photons are onned to a ray in a single diretion.
Figure D.3: Radiant ux L in a one of inident angles dω passing through a
surfae element dA⊥
The radiane hitting a surfae is proportional to the osine angle between
the light diretion and the surfae normal, dA⊥ = cos θdA. This in known as
Lamberts' Law (Pharr & Humphreys, 2010). In solar appliations this osine eet
is extremely important in optimising the orientation of solar olletors (Stine &
Harrigan, 1986).
It is possible to desribe all radiometri properties by radiane in terms of
integrals over areas and diretions (Suern, 2007). For example, the inident
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radiane is related to irradiane (represented by subsript i) at point p, through
Equation (D.1) and Equation (D.2).
dEi(p,ωi) = Li(p,ωi) cos θidωi (D.3)
Therefore, the total irradiane at p an be found by integrating over the solid
angle Ωi = 2π
+
E(p) =
∫
Ωi
Li(p,ωi) cos θidωi (D.4)
A similar expression an be found for reeted radiane Lo(p,ωo). The notation
in the SUNRAY is to dene the vetor whih points away from p, as illustrated
in Figure D.4.
Figure D.4: Irradiane at point p from inident diretion i
The spetral radiane at p on a surfae an be found by integrating over wave-
length λ (Siegel & Howell, 1992).
L(p,ωi) =
∫ ∞
0
Lλ(p,ωi, λ)dλ (D.5)
From Setion D.1, the radiane at a point is represented by three wavelengths of
light. The reetion of light o a surfae is dened by its BRDF.
D.3. Bidiretional Reetane Distribution
Funtion
In general, for light impinging on a surfae of nite thikness, some of the ir-
radiane will be absorbed by the medium, some will be transmitted through the
medium and the rest will be reeted or sattered bak into the environment (Mod-
est, 2003). The reetive properties of the material are preisely desribed by the
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surfae BRDF (Niodemus et al., 1977). In Figure D.4, the dierential amount of
radiane, dLo(p,ωo), leaving a surfae in diretion ωo is a result of the irradiane,
dLi(p,ωi), along dierential ones of diretions, ωi. From the linearity assump-
tion of geometri optis (Goodman, 2004), the dierential reeted radiane is
proportional to the irradiane
dLo(p,ω) ∝ dE(p,ωi) (D.6)
The BRDFs is simply the onstant of proportionality dened for partiular dire-
tions ωi and ωo
fr(p,ωi,ωo) =
dLo(p,ωo)
dE(p,ωi)
=
dLo(p,ωo)
Li(p, ωi) cos θidωi
(D.7)
Physially based BRDFs have three important properties for ray traing (Dutré,
2003)
1. Reiproity: The value for the BRDF remains the same in both diretions
fr(p,ωi,ωo) = fr(p,ωo,ωi).
2. Energy Conservation: The total energy of reeted light is less than or
equal to the inident light for all ωo.
3. Linearity: Materials an be modelled using multiple BRDFs. The total
reeted radiane at a surfae point is the sum of the reeted radiane from
eah BRDF. An example of this is a surfae with both speular and diuse
properties.
D.4. Reetane
Reetane, ρ, is dened as the ratio of reeted ux to inident ux. It redues
the 4D BRDF funtion (if wavelength is taken into aount) to a 2D funtion over
a single diretion or even a onstant value whih desribes the overall sattering
behaviour (Pharr & Humphreys, 2010). The diretional-hemispherial reetane
is dened as the energy reeted into all solid angle from one diretion.
ρdh =
∫
Ωi
fr(p),ωi,ωo) cos θidωi (D.8)
For example, for the theoretial ideal diuse surfae, alled a Lambertian Surfae,
light is sattered equally in all diretions (Siegel & Howell, 1992). Thus, the re-
eted radiane is independent of ωo. This is only possible if BDRF is independent
of ωo and ωi. In this ase, Equation (D.8) simplies to
ρd(p) = fr(p)
∫
Ωi
cos θidωi = fr(p)π (D.9)
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Thus, the BRDF for a perfetly diused reetor an be dened as
fr,d = ρd(p)/π (D.10)
D.5. Light Transport Equation
The light transport equation is the governing energy equation in the SUNRAY. The
prinipal behind the LTE and thus the SUNRAY, is energy balane (Setion 6.3.3).
The LTE is derived from the rendering equation, Equation (6.10).
D.5.1. Rendering Equation
From Equation (6.10), the reeted radiane at a point is a funtion of irradiane,
whih, in turn, ould have been reeted from another surfae. From the onser-
vation of energy assumption, the radiane is onstant along eah ray (attenuation
due to partiipating media is inluded in Setion D.6). Thus, the inident radiane
at point p is equal to the exitane radiane at p1, where p1 is the nearest hit point
along the ray in diretion ωi, as shown in Figure D.5.
Figure D.5: The inident radiane at p is equal to the exitant radiane at p1
An alternative formation of the rendering equation, derived in (Suern, 2007),
is the area form
Lo(p,ωo) =
∫
A
Lo(p1,−ωi)fr(p,ωi,ωo)G(p,p1)dA (D.11)
With
G(p,p1) = cos θi cos θ1/||p1 − p|| (D.12)
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Furthermore, it is possible that the irradiane at point p1 is due to the radiane
reeted from another surfae point, p2. Thus, Equation (D.11) is repeatedly
alled for multiple reetions.
D.5.2. Light Transport Equation Over Path
If a ray has multiple reetions through a sene, the rendering equation is alled re-
ursively. Using the notation illustrated in Figure D.6, the light transport equation
for multiple paths is given in (Pharr & Humphreys, 2010).
L(p2 → p3) = Le(p2 → p3)
+
∫
A
Le(p1 → p2)fr(p1 → p2 → p3)G(p1 ↔ p2)dA(p1)
+
∫
A
∫
A
Le(p0 → p1)fr(p0 → p1 → p2)G(p0 ↔ p1)
× fr(p1 → p2 → p3)G(p1 ↔ p2)dA(p0)dA(p1 + . . .
(D.13)
Here Le(p,ωo) is radiane emitted from the sun. This an be represented by the
sum over the paths
L(p0 → p3) =
∞∑
n=1
P (p¯n) (D.14)
Where P (p¯) is the radiane sattered over a path p¯n with n + 1 verties. p¯ =
,p1 . . . ,pn. Where p0 is on the View Plane and pn is the target.
P (p¯) =
∫
A
∫
A
. . .
∫
A︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−1
Le(pn → pn−1)
×
(
n−1∏
i=1
fr(pi+1 → pi → pi−1G(pi+1 ↔ pi)
)
dA(p2)dA . . . dA(pn)
(D.15)
Figure D.6: Path traing
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To aount for multiple BRDF, Equation (D.15) an be partitioned. For ex-
ample, fr∆ ould be the perfet speular omponent and fr∆′ ould be a diuse
omponent.
P (p¯) =
∫
An−1
Le(pn → pn−1)
×
n−1∏
i=1
(fr∆(pi+1 → pi → pi−1 + fr∆′(pi+1 → pi → pi−1)
×G(pi+1 ↔ pi)dA(p2)dA . . . dA(pn)
(D.16)
Equation (D.16) is a very high-dimensional integral whih involves ompliated
integrands and omplex reetion funtions. It is these omplexities that make
Monte Carlo methods the ideal hoie for solving rendering problems (Hanraham,
2003).
Implementation of Equation (D.15) in SUNRAY is performed through a main
ray traing loop. The objet-oriented design of SUNRAY ensures that dierent
lasses, suh as the BRDF lass, an be appropriately alled to determine the ow
of energy through a sene.
There are some theoretial hallenges with traing the path of a ray. From
Equation (D.15), a sattered reeted ray an take on an innite number of paths.
Thus, one hallenge is to estimate the value of an innite sum. To prevent a ray
from being reeted an innite number of times, SUNRAY extinguishes the ray
after the ux arried by the ray has dropped below a ertain predened perentage.
This, however, introdues a small bias (onsistent error) into the simulation. For-
tunately, in most CSP simulations the number of seondary reetions is usually
small.
A seond hallenge is to generate low-variane random path diretions (Shirley
& Morley, 2003). The method by whih a diretion is hosen is alled impor-
tane sampling (Kroese et al., 2011). The approah employed by SUNRAY is
to onstrut inremental paths by sampling a new diretion at eah hit point.
Monte Carlo proedures provide eient ways of generating diretions from a
given multi-dimensional distribution, for example the Imperfet Speular lass
uses Equation (6.3) to generate random paths using Box-Muller sampling (Ap-
pendix A.2.2).
D.6. Atmospheri Attenuation
The loss assoiated with atmospheri attenuation between the heliostat eld and
the reeiver is a signiant soure of energy loss and an reah over 10% in entral
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reeiver plants (Sengupta & Wagner, 2012). A disussion on the eet of atmo-
spheri attenuation, as well as a disussion on various models used to desribe
atmospheri attenuation in a CSP system, is provided by Ballestrín & Marzo
(2012). Three models have been inorporated into SUNRAY to simulate atmo-
spheri attenuation, namely Vittitoe-Biggs, MIRVAL, and NREL.
On a very lear day, the energy loss per kilometre between a heliostat and a
tower an be small. However, the loss inreases onsiderably as the ontent of
aerosols and water vapour in the air inrease. These air partiles ause two main
proesses whih aet the attenuation of a ray: absorption and sattering (Siegel &
Howell, 1992). The amount of absorption or sattering is usually expressed in terms
of the absorption ross-setion, σa, and sattering ross-setion, σs, respetively.
The ross-setion is the probability density funtion that light (or a photon of
light) will interat with partiles per unit distane travelled (Modest, 2003). The
ross-setion may vary with both position, p, and diretion, ω.
The total attenuation or extintion of radiane is due to a ombination of both
sattering and absorption. The extintion ross-setion is thus
σe = σa + σs (D.17)
The eet of attenuation along a dierential portion of a ray is illustrated in
Figure D.7. For an amount of radiane, Li(p,−ω), arriving at p, it is required
to ompute the exit radiane, Lo(p,ω), after the attenuation in the dierential
volume. The hange in radiane along a portion of a ray, t, is desribed by
Lo(p,ω)− Li(p,−ω) = dLo(p,ω) = −σe(p,ω)Li(p,−ω)dt (D.18)
The dierential equation desribing the attenuation is thus
dLo(p,ω)
dt
= −σe(p,ω)Li(p,−ω) (D.19)
Solving Equation (D.19) gives expression for the ray transmittane, τa, between
two points separated by distane d.
τa = exp(−
∫ d
0
σe(p + tω,ω)dt) (D.20)
Thus, if the exitant radiane from a point on a olletor surfae has a reeted
diretion, ω, and radiane, Lo(p,ω), the inident radiane at the next hit point
(for example the reeiver) is τaLo(p,ω). The three attenuation models in SUNRAY
were developed to model τa in entral reeiver systems.
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Figure D.7: Absorption of a ray through partiipating media
Vittitoe & Biggs (1978) modelled atmospheri transmittane on a lear day
(visibility 25 km ) and for a hazy day (visibility 5 km). The attenuation loss for a
lear day is given as
Loss(%) = 100(1− τa)
= 0.6739 + 10.46S − 1.70S2 + 0.2845S3 (D.21a)
and for a hazy day
Loss(%) = 1.293 + 27.48S − 3.394S2 (D.21b)
Where S is the slant range in kilometres between the rst and seond hit point.
These expressions are used in the DELSOL odes (Falone, 1986), see Setion 2.
An alternative model, used in the MIRVAL ode (Leary & Hankins, 1979),
models attenuation on a lear day and is given as
Loss(%) = 0.679 + 0.01176103S − 1.97S2 (S ≤ 1km)
Loss(%) = 100(1− e−0.1106S) (S > 1km) (D.22)
The third model, developed by Hanraham (2003), only requires knowledge of the
DNI at surfae level and is given as
DNI2 = DNI1 exp
−Y × d
250
(D.23)
Where DNI2 is the DNI at the seond hit point. DNI1 is the DNI measured at
the same level as the olletors and Y is the optial depth of the bottom 250 m
atmospheri layer.
Implementation of attenuation in SUNRAY is simplied by the fat that the hit
point of eah ray is reorded (primarily for post proessing). The distane between
two onseutive hit points is alulated and the ux arried by the ray is adjusted
aording to the attenuation model seleted by the user using Equations (D.21)-
(D.23).
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E. ACCELERATION TECHNIQUES
Ray-objet intersetions an aount for the bulk of the omputational resoures
of a ray traer. Therefore, substantial researh has been devoted to aelera-
tion tehniques for ray traers. Modern omputing hardware has further redued
omputational time by means of parallelization. However, hardware aeleration
methods are not addressed here. Instead, this appendix disusses the algorithms
and routines whih an redue SUNRAY's simulation time.
This appendix begins with a brief overview of the various aeleration teh-
niques available. Three of these tehniques are then disussed in more detail.
E.1. Overview of Aeleration Tehniques
An extensive survey by Arvo and Kirk in (Glassner, 1989) reviews the most om-
mon aeleration tehniques for graphial ray traes. Broadly speaking, aelera-
tion tehniques an be divided into three ategories:
1. Those reduing the omputational ost of interseting rays;
2. Those reduing the total number of rays to be traed; and
3. Those replaing individual rays with a more general entity.
Two of the four aeleration tehniques used in SUNRAY fall within ategory 1,
that is, they simplify ray-objet interations. For this, bounding boxes have been
used as well as a uniform spatial subdivision of the sene. The third tehnique is
the method for ray propagation whih redues the number of rays to be traed.
Finally, the Predit the Required Number of Rays (PRNR) method also redues
the number of rays to be traed using statistial tehniques.
E.1.1. Reduing omputational ost of intersetions
There are two main tehniques used to redue the omputational ost of ray-objet
intersetion: objet subdivision and spatial subdivision (Glassner, 1989).
In objet subdivision faster objet-ray intersetions are ahieved. This is done
with one of the fundamental tools in ray traing, namely the bounding volume.
This is a volume or shape whih surrounds an objet in the sene and permits sim-
pler ray intersetion alulations. Only if the ray intersets the bounding volume
is the atual objet tested.
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Spherial shaped bounding volumes were rst introdued by Whitted (1980)
as spheres are one of the simplest shapes to interset. Modern ray traers, suh
as STRAL, still use spherial bounding volumes (Pitz-Paal et al., 2009). Later,
Rubin & Whitted (1980) used retangular axis-aligned boxes known as bounding
boxes. SUNRAY uses a similar method based on the work of Kay & Kajiya (1986),
whih is an axis-aligned retangle.
In spatial subdivision the spae around an objet is deomposed into regions.
One method of doing this is to divide the spae into a grid of axis-aligned boxes.
This ensures fewer ray-objet intersetions.
E.1.2. Reduing the Number of Rays
Tehniques for reduing the number of rays inlude both primary and seondary
(reeted) rays. These tehniques allow for the minimum amount of rays possible
to be interseted, while still maintaining a level of auray. An example of a
simple tehnique to redue seondary rays is to extinguish a reeted ray after its
ux has dropped below a predened perentage and its ontribution to the nal
result is negligible. A method to redue primary rays is to use statistial tools.
In ertain situations a relatively small number of rays are required to produe
statistially reliable results. This is the fundamental basis of the PRNR method
desribed in Setion 7.4.
Most literature on statistial tehniques is foused on graphial ray traers.
Here, the objetive is to render images for human vision and, therefore, tehniques
suh as anti-aliasing (reduing the jagged edges found in omputer generated im-
ages [Ashdown 2000℄) have been developed (Lee, Redner & Uselton, 1985; Davies,
1992). Monte Carlo methods, whih are used in SUNRAY, are also sometimes
inluded in this ategory (Pharr & Humphreys, 2010).
No literature ould be found whih automatially predits the required number
of rays, as is done in the PRNR method (Setion 7.4). Furthermore, no literature
ould be found whih uses the same method as SUNRAY to propagate rays into a
sene.
E.1.3. Using Generalised Rays
A ray is innitely long and innitesimally thin. These properties ensure easy repre-
sentation, high auray, and eient ray-objet intersetion. However, sariing
one or more of these advantages by replaing a ray with a more general bundle of
rays to form a one or beam, an lead to faster exeution times (Glassner, 1989).
General ray traing proedures an be applied to a generalised ray. Early
optial tools, suh as those developed by Athavaley, Lipps & Vant-Hull (1979),
used beam optis for the analysis of a entral reeiver plant. Lipps & Walzel
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(1978) and Gomez& Ganot (1986) developed analytial methods to analyse entral
reeivers and odes suh as Helios used one optis for entral reeiver simulations
(Falone, 1986).
Simulating reetion with ones, whih are represented by an apex, entre line,
and spread angle, requires using standard ray traing tehniques to ompute a new
entre line (Amanatides, 1984; Besant, 1895). However, intersetion alulations
require not only the point of intersetion but also an indiation of how muh of
the one is bloked by the objet. Cone optis have been used to help validate
ertain aspets of SUNRAY against simple senes (Setion 8.2.3).
Ray traing with generalised rays requires imposed onstraints, either restrit-
ing the type of objets or relaxing the degree of auray and aepting approxima-
tions instead (Glassner, 1989). Examples of modern tools whih use generalised
rays are DLR's HFCAL (Shwarzbözl et al., 2009) and the HFDL (Wei et al.,
2010a).
E.2. Reduing the Cost of Intersetions
Two methods are used in SURAY to redue the omputational ost of ray inter-
setions, namely bounding boxes and the Grid.
E.2.1. Bounding Boxes
Every objet in SUNRAY has a bounding box. Therefore, an eient bounding
box intersetion test is required. The Bounding Box Hit funtion is based on the
ode given in (Suern, 2007) and the pseudo-ode given in (Shirley & Marshner,
2009) as well as the tehniques in (Shirley & Morley, 2003), whih use the Institute
of Eletrial and Eletronis Engineers (IEEE) oating-point arithmeti to handle
ases where rays have a negative value for d. For example, d = (0,−1, 0) whih,
from equation (7.1), will ause division by zero. The pseudo-ode for the Bounding
Box Hit funtion is given as
txmin = (x0 − ox)/dx
txmax = (x0 − ox)/dx
tymin = (y0 − oy)/dy
tymax = (y0 − oy)/dy
IF (txmin > tymax) or (tymin > ttmax)
return FALSE
else
return TRUE
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E.2.2. Grid
An extension on bounding volumes is to use what Rubin & Whitted (1980) oined
Bounding Volume Hierarhies (BVH). The BVH tehnique enloses a number of
objets within a larger bounding volume. If a ray does not hit the parent volume,
there is no need to test the rays against the volumes ontained within it. Shirley
& Marshner (2009) use a tree of overlapping bounding boxes, as depited in
Figure E.1.
(a) Bounding volumes (b) BVH Tree
Figure E.1: Bounding Volume Hierarhies
In ontrast to BVH, whih divides objets into volumes, spatial subdivision di-
vides the environment into volumes. This approah has been hosen for SUNRAY
as emphasis is plaed on the spae rather than the objet. This is important for
SUNRAY beause a size of the sene is dened by the objets in the sene, unlike
graphial ray traes where a user hooses the size of the sene.
Spatial subdivision an be further broken down into two ategories: non-
uniform and uniform spatial subdivision (Glassner, 1989), as illustrated in Fig-
ure E.2. In non-uniform subdivision the spae is broken down into regions of
various sizes, based on the number of objets in those regions. Many data stru-
tures have been developed for non-uniform spatial sub-division, suh as otrees
(Knoll, 2006) and k-d trees (Wald & Havran, 2006).
(a) Uniform subdivision (b) Non-uniform subdivision
Figure E.2: Spatial subdivision
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Uniform subdivision is non-adaptive. The total volume is broken down into
a uniform regular 3D grid, also referred to as Spatially Enumerated Auxiliary
Data Struture (SEADS) (Fujimoto, Tanaka & Iwata, 1986). Fujimoto et al. has
shown that signiant speeds an be gained using uniform subdivisions, beause
ray traing non-uniform subdivisions involves omplex proessing for the traversal
of divisions. However, there is no lear set advantage for using either uniform
or non-uniform divisions and arguments an be made for and against both. For
reasons of programming simpliity it was deided to implement uniform subdivision
in SUNRAY.
E.3. Propagation Tehniques: Reduing the
Number of Rays
The method for ray propagation in SUNRAY has been speially developed to
redue the number of rays. Ray propagation is not a trivial task. Therefore,
various ray propagation tehniques were investigated before one was hosen. This
setion desribes tehniques investigated for SUNRAY.
In the basi graphial ray traer desribed in (Suern, 2007), the author gen-
erates rays on a xed plane positioned on the sene's z-y plane. These rays are
generated in a uniform grip pattern. The user is able to vary the spaing between
the rays as well as the horizontal and vertial length of the plane. Eah ray is gen-
erated with a diretion that is perpendiular to the plane spanning the omputer
monitor.
In more omplex graphial ray traers, this plane an be orientated at any
angle. In these ray traers rays all have a single origin (the eye of the viewer) and
the diretion is a vetor from the eye to a uniform grid point on the plane (Shirley
& Morley, 2003). Generating rays in this manner is the standard pratie for most
graphial ray traers.
In the solar ray traers Tonatiuh (Blano, 2013) and SolTrae (NREL, 2012b)
rays are on a plane positioned above the sene. The details of the ray generation
in SolTrae are the intelletual property of NREL and are therefore not aessible,
but the basi steps are as follows. First, the sun's diretion is determined by a
vetor onneting the rst stage and the soure (NREL, 2012b). A plane, normal
to this vetor, is then populated with randomly generated points. At eah point a
ray is generated whih is equal to the previously alulated sun diretion vetor.
All primary rays are parallel to one another and the inuene of the sunshape on
the ray diretion is implemented by perturbing the rays only after they have been
reeted o an objet. In Tonatiuh, the rays are not generated parallel to the
plane, but are perturbed by a ertain angle to simulate the sunshape.
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In the ray traer, STRAL, rays are not generated above the eld but on a
uniform raster on the surfae of the heliostat. As the rays are generated on the
primary surfae, there are no wasted rays, although, large inreases in speed do
introdue new ompliations (Pitz-Paal et al., 2009). For example, shading and
bloking have to be handled using ollision analysis.
Solfast also generates rays on the surfae of the primary reetors. Sampling
points are uniformly distributed on the primary reeting surfae and on a dis
representing the sun (Roia et al., 2012). The Solfast algorithm then determines
if there is any shadowing between a sample point on the heliostat and a sample
point on the sun. If no shadowing ours, rays are reeted from the heliostat's
sample point toward the reeiver.
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F. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP
To validate SUNRAY with an atual heliostat and target, an experiment was on-
duted whih is able to measure both the magnitude of ux and the distribution of
ux (uxmap) on a reeiver due to a number of heliostat proles. The experiment
was performed in assoiation with Landman (2013).
F.1. Solar Flux Measurement Tehniques
A number of ux measuring tehniques have been developed and a summary of
the tehniques used in large-sale systems is provided in (Röger, Herrmann, Ebert,
Prahl, Ulmer & Göhring, 2011). However, fators suh as temperature, magnitude
of ux, and target area dier between large-sale and small-sale experiments. For
this thesis the experimental was designed speially for low-ux (<10 000 W/m
2
),
small-sale experiments.
Flux measurement tehniques an be divided into two ategories: diret mea-
surement and indiret measurement. In diret ux measurement, instruments are
used to measure the inident ux diretly as opposed to indiret methods, whih
measure the ux reeted o a target.
Flux sensors are one method ommonly used for diret ux measurement.
These sensors are based on the thermoouple prinipal and deliver a measure-
ment signal proportional to the irradiane ux striking them (Diller, 1999). The
majority of diret ux measurement tehniques an only be used to measure ux
at disrete points.
A ommon tehnique for indiret ux measurement in solar thermal systems is
to use a digital amera. In a digital amera, images are aptured on a light sensitive
sensor made up of millions of photosensitive pixels. Eah pixel outputs a voltage
diretly proportional to the amount of photons whih strike it (Kelby, 2009). For a
amera aimed at a target, the amount of photons hitting eah pixel is proportional
to the ux inident on the target. Digital ameras are able to produe a ontinuous
ux map with very high spatial resolution, however, they annot quantify the ux
magnitude. Cameras therefore, they need to be alibrated.
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F.2. Experimental Apparatus and Error Analysis
The experiment uses a ombination of indiret and diret methods. A Complimen-
tary Metal-Oxide Semi-Condutor (CMOS) digital amera (Kelby, 2009) is used
for the indiret measurement and a Gardon irular foil ux sensor (Diller, 1999)
is used for the diret ux measurement. The amera is positioned near normal to
a at target oated with matte white paint. The ux sensor is positioned at the
entre of the target. By obtaining a diret ux measurement, the images aptured
with the amera an be alibrated and the entire ux map an be produed. The
following setion desribes the major omponents of the experiment, the error in-
trodued by eah omponent, and the proedure followed to redue the error. The
speiations are provided in Table F.1.
Instrument Speiations
Indiret Measurement
Digital Camera Nikon D5100
Lens AF_SDX Zoom-Nikokor 55-200 mm f/4-5.6G IF-
ED
Neutral Density Filter KenkoPro1D8(W) 52 mm
Target 1 m
2
4 mm mild steel
Target Coating Prominent Paint Wall Primer
Diret Measurement
Flux Sensor VatellCorpTG100-0 with AMP-15 S/N :9627
Data Logger National Instruments C-DAQ 9181 S/N:16615BD
Table F.1: Experimental instrumentation
F.2.1. Camera
There are two main sensors in digital ameras: Charged Couple Devie (CCD) and
CMOS (Litwiller, 2001). The sensors dier in their harge to voltage onversion
and are both omparable in image quality (Janesik & Putnam, 2003).
In a digital amera, limitations in amera hardware ause imperfetions (noise)
in the image aptured (Kelby, 2009). Two types of noise exist: random and orre-
lated. Random noise annot be predited from one image to another. Correlated
noise, however, an be predited and an be ompensated for if a orrelation fator
is identied. The major soures of noise are bias (Mansouri, Marzani & Gouton,
2005), vignetting (Keley & Luieer, 2012), and imperfet sensors (Mansouri et al.,
2005). To aount for these errors, eah image in the experiment was alibrated
using the alibration proedure desribed by Mansouri et al. (2005).
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An additional soure of error was introdued, beause the amera ould not be
positioned normal to the target and thus the image was aptured from a non-zero
inident angle. This error was redued through orretive image warping using a
MATLAB ode. Details of the ode are given in Landman (2013).
F.2.2. Flux Sensor
The ux sensor is an essential part of the experiment. A Gardon-type gauge,
whih is the most ommon gauge used in solar appliations (Ballastrin, Estrada,
Rodriguez-Alonso, Perez-Rabago, Langley & Barnes, 2004), was hosen beause of
its large range of measurement (0-50k W/m
2
) and mehanial robustness (Barnes,
2012). The ux sensor was alibrated by the manufaturer Vatell Corporation
(Vatell Corporation, 2012) and, therefore, no further error redution was per-
formed. The ux sensor gave a standard deviation of 4.7 mV under steady state
onditions and a response time of approximately 3 seonds was observed.
F.2.3. Lambertian Surfae of Target
A Lambertian surfae will ensure that the inident ux is diusely reeted in all
diretions allowing a amera to be plaed at any loation. Based on the reommen-
dation of Grith (2011), who performed experiments at the Counil for Sienti
and Industrial Researh (CSIR) on the optial properties of South Afrian paints,
three near Lambertian paints were identied. An experiment was onduted where
a qualitative measurement of the BRDF was determined using a digital amera.
The paint whih exhibited the most Lambertian properties was the Prominent
Wall Primer.
F.3. Mirror Surfae Shape Charaterisation
A number of mirror haraterisation tehniques have been developed for CSP sys-
tems. Xiao, Wei, Lu, Yu & Wu (2012) provide a desription of the ommon teh-
niques. For the experiment, a Coordinate Measurement Mahine (CMM) was used
to measure the surfae shape. The CMM speiations are provided in Table F.2
for the speiations.
A CMM uses a touh probe to measure the mirror surfae at set intervals with
a high volumetri auray of 6 µm. The output of the CMM mahine is the 3D
oordinate at eah point. A sub-routine was written in SUNRAY whih onneted
eah oordinate point to form a triangular mesh. This mesh is stored as a PLY
le (Setion 5.2).
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Measurements ould not be done on the heliostats themselves and the mirrors
had to be transported to the mahine. Errors ould have been introdued through
the variation of the gravity vetor, but their inuene was assumed to be minimal
due to the stressed glass and rigid supporting struture.
The loation of the heliostat relative to the target was measured by hand with
an assumed auray of 0.1 m.
CMM Mitutoyo Bright Apex 710
Probe RenshawPH10M
Probe Head TP2 Touh Trigger
Working Volume 700× 1000× 900 mm
Table F.2: Coordinate measurement mahine speiations
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